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vAbstract
Set in Belgium in the 1990s, Wolvendael (Flemish for 
Valley of the Wolves) fictionalizes the aftermath of one of 
Europe’s biggest scandals. Our protagonist, Arjen Desmet, 
is an aspiring journalist whose life and relationships are 
beginning to suffer because of his single-minded obsession 
with getting "the whole story." Drawing from the tradition 
of Belgian comics such as Tintin, the whole story, it turns 
out, is more grotesque and hilarious than we could have 
anticipated; Arjen Desmet ends up unwittingly above his pay 
grade as political intrigue, monsters, and comedy convene 
in this farcical take on detective fiction and horror as 
film genres.
A screenplay, or film script, is best read as a 
blueprint for producing a dramatic film. The screenwriter 
lays the structural and aesthetic foundation by composing 
the setting, story, pacing, characterization, and visual 
tone. Only when this blueprint is structurally sound can 
the director and crew render the words on the page into a 
film.
Screenplays generally follow a three act structure.
Act I should be thought of as the set up; since viewers are 
more open minded at the beginning of a film, world building 
and characterization need to be solidified at this point. 
The dramatic premise is introduced and by the end of the 
act, should culminate in an inciting event--the catalytic 
conflict that will drive the rest of the story. Act II 
addresses the ongoing confrontations and obstacles that 
pull the protagonist out of his comfort zone, eventually
vi
landing him at his lowest point. Act III is typically 
shorter, since it focuses entirely on the resolution. 
Sometimes dubbed the "final battle," this act lifts the 
protagonist out of the mire that is Act II so that he can 
be confronted by or implicated in the climax of the film 
before the denouement unfurls.
Though it adheres to the traditional three act 
structure, Wolvendael features two notable idiosyncrasies. 
Like the bulk of Raymond Carver’s stories, it begins after 
a major conflict and focuses on what goes on behind closed 
doors. Though the context is not as subtle as a Carver 
piece, tension is endemic to the script’s story world, 
rendering it unstable from the very beginning in spite of 
our protagonist’s obliviousness. Wolvendael's other quirk 
comes in its favoring of the anticlimax over the climax.
The European infatuation with farce (see Voltaire’s Candide) 
maintains that an anticlimactic ending is no less potent 
than a climactic one--it is simply gratifying for sobering 
reasons, not redemptive ones. Good examples of successful 
anticlimaxes occur in Anton Corbijn’s A Most Wanted Man and 
Hayao Miyazaki’s animated masterpiece, Spirited Away.
Speaking of animation, a two-dimensional rendering of 
the script could be as, if not more viable than live action 
since several characters flirt with caricature, sensational 
and quasi-supernatural events abound, and the script itself 
was born from a Belgian love for comic art.
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Dedication
For Coco & Mouna, whose walks took them past Wolvendael 
almost every night.
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Anatomy of a Screenplay
Slug Line: time and 
place for the scene
2 8 .
INT. LIVING ROOM
The incriminating bank statements lie open on the table.
le SOUND of SILVERWARE. ARJEN and ELISE sit at the 
Die, chewing cold cereal in a cold silence.
Action 
Description: 
cinematic, with 
little exposition
the pair of TVS which have been turned on the 
b that ARJEN can see them from his seat. 
Ling occasional glances over at them.
We
forest floor si; 
tops eating and 
t stays black.
ARJEN 
=ry life my ass
Character and 
Dialogue
He pulls batteries from a pac 
walks over to the coat rack J
He
the coffee table, then 
a vest and umbrella.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
Will you watch for me?
ANGLE ON ELISE as she looks up from her cereal and to the 
monitors.
ELISE
I have a shift this afternoon, 
Babe.
Indication of 
perspective/ focus
Indication of 
sound
ARJEN
w, I swear it won't be long, 
tight!
ket, blows her a kiss, and steps o
as she drops her spoon with a RATTLE and sits 
cack in ner chair, obviously unhappy.
INT. ANOTHER HOUSE
The BOY and GIRL from the newsstand play a board game by a 
living room window.
Outside we see ARJEN marching up the street, huddled against 
the rain.

xv
CLOSE ON 
ANGLE ON 
CUT TO:
FADE TO:
EXT.
INT.
V.O.
O.C./O.S.
POV
Pan
INTO VIEW
Screenplay Jargon
Indicates attention to a detail or action
Indicates a new perspective/ angle
An abrupt transition which should heighten 
tension and create resonance between scenes
A soft transition, usually for terminal 
scenes
Exterior
Interior
Voice Over
Off Camera/ Off Screen 
Point of View
The camera moves across a scene from a sta­
tionary origin
A character or object enters the frame, for 
example, as the camera pulls out from a scene

1.
EXT. MORNING - FOREST
CLOSE ON drizzle PATTERING over broad, green leaves.
The view relaxes and we see a vast canopy of trees extending 
infinitely in all directions. Mist rises, as if the forest 
were exhaling. A crows CALLS from within the trees and a 
caption fades in:
SONIAN FOREST, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM 
CUT TO:
On the ground now, amidst thousands of ghostly trunks. 
Nettles and orange leaf litter stretch as far as the eye can 
see. The crow CAWS again, closer now.
The crow, perched on a battered sign. It suddenly takes off, 
revealing cracked and faded lettering:
WOLVENDAEL
ANGLE ON the crow as it lands on an overgrown path. It cocks 
its head, then pecks at the ground. When it lifts its head, 
there's a severed human finger in its beak.
Past the crow, the path descends into a little valley where 
it bridges a concrete channel carrying shallow runoff into a 
nearby, weed-covered pond.
ANGLE ON the channel: there's another severed finger under 
the bridge. Further upstream, another finger. Another. And 
another. The channel disappears into a gutter in the 
hillside.
A CROSS BETWEEN A GIGGLE AND A GROWL emerges from the gaping 
whole, then there is a brief FLASH OF EYES in the darkness. 
The camera moves in on black. The SOUND OF WATER DRIPPING.
CUT TO:
INT. BATHROOM - MORNING
The DRIPPING becomes a GUSHING as a shower head BLASTS to 
life.
From above we watch steam from the shower rise and swirl 
around the cramped, soap-scum-covered bathroom.
Jim Croce's BAD, BAD LEROY BROWN plays from a stereo on the 
wall and a young man's voice SINGS ALONG from the shower, 
OFF KEY AND WITH A THICK ACCENT.
2.
BEDROOM
The VOICES of Croce and the accented man drift in through 
the half-closed door of a dingy bedroom. A bed stand alarm 
clock reads 6:17 am.
ANGLE ON a young woman in her 2 0s as she tosses in bed next
to an empty, but used half of the mattress. She GROANS and
covers her head with a pillow.
BATHROOM
The shower head as it stops.
A hand reaches out from behind the splash curtain and pulls 
a towel from the rack.
We catch mosaic-like fragments of a young man grooming:
Teeth are BRUSHED.
A jawline shaved, then cologned.
A shirt is buttoned, a blazer donned.
A tie is tightened.
Hair parted.
The hand wipes condensation from the vanity mirror, 
unveiling the entire picture: ARJEN is 20-something and 
too-well-put-together for the dingy surroundings. A veneer 
of professionalism hides inherent clumsiness--poorly.
ARJEN notices a fly-away in the mirror and struggles to 
flatten it against his scalp. He's the kind of guy who 
thinks that dressing well is more than half the battle.
The sink is a mess of spit, stubble, and shaving cream and 
as ARJEN struggles with the fly-away, his tie dips into the 
muck.
Visibly frustrated, ARJEN finally takes a pair of scissors 
and SNIPS the hair. Content, he takes a last look in the 
mirror and steps out of the bathroom, oblivious to the messy 
tie.
The MUSIC is left running.
3.
HALLWAY
ARJEN steps out of the bathroom and down a narrow hallway. 
The door of the bathroom is across from the bedroom and, 
having been left ajar, bellows steam and MUSIC.
The walls of the hall are decorated messily with frames and 
keepsakes.
As ARJEN passes through the frame, CREDITS ROLL and the 
camera explores the walls. Amidst the clutter we see:
1) A picture of a cop in uniform covered in food as he 
awkwardly tries to feed a two-year-old.
2) A narrow shelf lined with soccer trophies, posters of 
famous players, and newspaper clippings. Among them, one 
reads: LOCAL AWARDED SCHOLARSHIP TO PLAY IN THE STATES
3) Then a photo from an NBA game. A younger ARJEN hugs the 
girl from the bedroom. She looks at him with adoration, and 
sports an over-sized Chicago Bulls sweatshirt with amazing 
elegance.
CUT TO:
LIVING ROOM
A hand righting a crooked, framed diploma granting ARJEN 
DESMET a degree in journalism from Northwestern University.
The isolated newspaper clippings posted in the hallway have 
multiplied and layered themselves like the scales of some 
great, grey snake. This collage of clippings clings to the 
whole room and RUSTLES WEAKLY from the draft of a lazy 
overhead fan.
ARJEN walks over and settles into a ratty couch. In front of 
him is a coffee table stacked high with papers. Past that, a 
video camera faces him while sitting on standby on a tripod 
in the middle of the room.
There's not much else to the place except for a dining room 
table and a 90s era TV. A special interest piece is running 
on the news IN THE BACKGROUND.
ANGLE ON ARJEN as he sets to searching through the mounds of 
paper on the table.
Over his shoulder and the couch, we see one last framed 
photo--practically buried in the skin of newspaper 
clippings--of ARJEN standing awkwardly far from the aging 
cop at graduation. The cop beams, but ARJEN is stone faced.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 4.
The MUSIC wafting in from the hallway suddenly stops and a 
DOOR IS SLAMMED.
ARJEN freezes mid-search, visibly scared. A few clippings 
stand out on the table top:
THE SONIAN KILLER--BELGIUM'S WORST NIGHTMARE.
DEATH TOLL REACHES 30.
There's a pause, then, confident that danger has passed, 
ARJEN keeps rooting through the papers.
Past him, the TV broadcast comes into focus.
ON TV - EXT. PALACE - DAY
A REPORTER signals for the cameraman to hold steady. Past 
her, hundreds of angry protesters YELL and crowd a 
slow-moving escort of dark vehicles. Policemen struggle to 
keep them at bay as they throw vegetables and wield signs 
reading:
WE WANT JUSTICE!
ANOTHER CASE OF ROYAL IMPOTENCE!
The escort rolls to a stop at the base of the grand palace 
steps and a trench-coated figure is ushered out by waiting 
bodyguards. Vegetables rain down and SMACK against the steps 
to a backdrop of SCREAMS and CURSES.
The REPORTER gestures to her camera man. In the chaos, they 
sneak past the police barricade and run up the steps after 
the figure and his bodyguards.
REPORTER
PRINCE ORLY! PRINCE ORLY! Do you 
have anything to say to those out 
there who believe your 
administration has been completely 
ineffectual in dealing with--
A bodyguard whirls and KNOCKS the mic down.
CUT BACK TO:
5.
LIVING ROOM
ARJEN finally finds a remote under the heap of papers and 
flips the TV off.
ARJEN
(muttering to himself)
Christ. DUBOIS this. DUBOIS that.
Sick of media monopolies...
As he continues to organize the war zone on his table top, a 
few clippings flutter to the floor.
BOYS AND MEN TARGETED EXCLUSIVELY.
WHERE IS OUR POLICE?
CUT TO:
BEGIN FLASHBACK:
EXT. FOREST - DAY
A grisly, hand-less male corpse face down in leaf litter.
Nearby, a SIREN WINDS DOWN. FLASHING RED AND BLUE LIGHTS 
reflect off a group of cops as they try to calm bystanders.
VOICE
Hey! Get that out of here!
A FAT COP approaches the camera and covers the lens with his 
hand as another cop rolls cautionary tape out between two 
trees.
EXT. HOUSE
ANGLE ON the FAT COP as he holds his finger to his lips. He 
and some deputies ready their weapons outside of a 
dilapidated house.
The FAT COP suddenly kicks the door in.
EXT. STREET
A regular looking guy is led out of the house by the FAT 
COP.
The deputies follow behind, PATTING each other on the backs.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 6.
Paparazzi are already in the yard and in the street, and 
swarm the procession with their microphones, a ROAR OF 
QUESTIONS, and camera FLASHES.
END FLASHBACK.
CUT BACK TO:
INT. APARTMENT - PRESENT
Impatient, ARJEN sets a precarious stack of clippings onto 
the floor, then straightens and looks over some note cards 
on the table top.
Next to him, the stack of papers collapses and more 
clippings fan out on the floor:
KILLER CAUGHT!
HUGHES DUBOIS--PORTRAIT OF A PSYCHOPATH.
DUBOIS ADMITS TO ONLY 7 MURDERS.
CUT TO:
BEGIN FLASHBACK:
INT. POLICE STATION - DAY 
A series of mugshots of HUGHES DUBOIS.
COURTROOM - LATER 
A gavel is SLAMMED down.
HUGHES DUBOIS is led from the stand by armed guards to a 
backdrop of MURMURS.
Spectators CRY and comfort each other in the stands.
DUBOIS HOUSE - NIGHT
Makeshift shackles line the algae-covered walls. Fluorescent 
lights BUZZ and FLICKER, startling roaches.
The FAT COP and others root through boxes in a dungeon-like 
basement. A deputy emerges from a storage room with a box 
full of VHS tapes.
7.
POLICE STATION - LATER
A tape is loaded into a VCR. The STATIC-FILLED TV screen 
comes to life: a hooded but otherwise-naked boy is shackled 
to a wall. Another hooded figure in leather emerges from 
behind the camera and holds a knife to the boy's throat.
The FAT COP hurries to turn the TV off.
CUT TO:
EXT. PALACE - DAY
Vegetables BREAK APART against the acid-rain-stained 
building.
The protesters are out in force with signs:
DEATH TO DUBOIS!
2 3 MORE MYSTERIES.
INDICT!
END FLASHBACK.
CUT BACK TO:
INT. APARTMENT - PRESENT
We watch through the display of the video camera as ARJEN 
puts his note cards down and opens a bottle of water. He 
drinks, takes a pause, then reaches out and presses the 
record button. A red light blinks in the corner of the 
display and ARJEN CLEARS HIS THROAT.
ARJEN
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen, 
this is ARJEN DESMET from Desmet 
News, wishing you a good morning.
He sits up straight and flattens his tie, noticing the 
bathroom muck. He stalls, then decides to ignore it.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
For those of you just joining us, 
there is a lot going on in Brussels 
this week. With DUBOIS behind bars, 
we can focus on some issues that 
have been lacking in coverage.
He reaches for the bottle and knocks it onto his notes.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 8.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
Shiii....
ARJEN dabs the notes with the tie, making an even bigger 
mess.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
There have been rumblings of yet 
another trash collector strike in 
the commune of Uccle as....
There is a sudden KNOCK on the door behind ARJEN and the FAT 
COP barges in.
CROW is a been-around-the-block officer who would be 
ruggedly handsome if his skin and uniform fit him 
better. He's not ARJEN's dad, but still likes to treat him 
like a failed project of a son, and without noticing (or 
caring to), passes directly in front of the video camera.
CROW
Morning.
ARJEN
Christ CROW, can't I go one day 
without you interfering with my 
work?
ARJEN gets up off the couch and follows CROW into a dingy 
kitchen.
KITCHEN
The fridge door opens and CROW sticks his head into a sparse 
landscape of condiments, cartons, and wilted vegetables.
CROW
What work?
ARJEN 
My reporting.
CROW pokes around a bit.
CROW
Any beer?
ARJEN 
I don't drink.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 9.
CROW
(muffled, searching)
How did your dad raise such a 
pussy? Great man, your dad.
ARJEN 
He was a lush.
CROW emerges with a dubious-looking piece of cake.
CROW
He was a good man and a damn hard 
worker.
Takes a huge bite.
CROW (CONT'D)
You think running around taking 
snapshots and making up drama is 
work?
ARJEN follows the cop.
ARJEN
It's journalism.
CROW unholsters his pistol with the hand that is not eating 
cake and waves the gun around while re-entering the living 
room.
LIVING ROOM
CROW
Just because you went to school in 
the States doesn't mean you learned 
a thing about work. This is work!
Putting killers away! Not getting 
killed!
He walks over and peruses the wall of clippings, settling on 
one in which he is pictured: it's taped to the graduation 
photo.
CROW (CONT'D)
Guys like your old man and me, we 
make the news.
He tears the article down, crumples it, and stuffs it into 
his pocket, exposing the picture.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 10.
ARJEN
Dad was crooked.
CROW
You fight dirty to bag dirt. Or 
would you rather still have 
bastards like DUBOIS screwing 
little boys in your backyard?
ARJEN slumps down on the couch. CROW sits next to him and 
puts his feet up on the coffee table.
CROW (CONT'D)
God, I need a beer.
ARJEN
It's 7 am.
ARJEN looks at his watch.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
Christ, it's 7 am!
He is bolt upright and collecting papers off the floor. CROW 
keeps eating.
CROW
If you say so.
ELISE
Yeah, thanks for the wake-up call.
ARJEN jumps. ELISE, the girl from the party photo, is 
standing where the hallway meets the living room.
She wears the over-sized Chicago Bulls sweatshirt and 
fumbles with glasses. When she puts them on she does so with 
subdued irritation, like some bookish angel whose patience 
has finally run out.
ELISE 
(trying not to snap)
I told you I needed a day to catch 
up.
ARJEN picks the last of his papers up.
ARJEN
I know, I know, Babe, but I finally 
got an appointment with the 
director at Het Nieuws. This could 
be it.
ELISE is not impressed. CROW inspects his last bite of cake.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 11.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
Listen, I have to run.
He gets upg and kisses her on the cheek; she bears it.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
(to CROW)
Just don't wreck the place, ok?
CROW
If you say so.
ARJEN runs out the door with a stack of papers and SLAMS it. 
CROW lowers his cap over his eyes and leans back for a nap. 
ELISE doesn't budge. She crosses her arms and stares at him.
CROW lifts his hat, then lifts his heavy frame from the 
couch. He puts the cake dish down with a RATTLE and DRAGS 
HIS HEELS out.
CUT TO:
EXT. STREET
ARJEN DROPPING a fistful of change down on the newsstand 
counter.
ARJEN 
I'm in a hurry.
ANGLE ON the clerk as he hands ARJEN a newspaper without 
even looking up from his porno mag. A little BOY and GIRL 
sit on the sidewalk with their backs to the stand. They're 
poring over a Tintin comic.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
Thanks, LEO.
ARJEN ruffles the boy's hair then hurries down the street, 
passing mothers with strollers, people headed to work, and 
uncollected bags of trash.
The camera pulls out and we see the neighborhood:
ARJEN--running now--heads towards a waiting tram. Behind 
him, just past an apartment building, a sea of trees grows 
and grows.
12.
INT. OFFICE - DAY
A stack of papers is DROPPED onto a very expensive, very 
gaudy desk. A fist SLAMS down onto the stack a few times for 
emphasis.
RUUD
Shit!
ANGLE ON RUUD. He's larger-than-life--both in physique and 
tone--and would exaggerate his gestures more if that were 
even possible. He would likely be intimidating if the 
polyester suit and surrounding decor weren't so tacky.
RUUD (CONT'D)
This is shit shit shit shit shit!
ARJEN shrinks in an enormous chair. Behind him, a bored 
SECRETARY chews gum and listens to a Walkman while 
half-heartedly dusting the lavish decor.
RUUD (CONT'D)
(incredulous)
Garbage strikes in wealthy 
neighborhoods? A flock of parrots 
in the SONIAN?
ARJEN brightens.
RUUD (CONT'D)
Parrots!? Are you fucking kidding 
me?
ARJEN
Well, Sir, it's actually very 
interesting. Think about it. A 
tropical, non-native species 
thriving in these climes.
RUUD is dumbfounded.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
I mean, what do they even eat?
RUUD stares blankly.
ARJEN
Well, besides the fruit I let ripen 
on my windowsill...
ARJEN CHUCKLES at himself; RUUD isn't amused. The secretary 
continues to dust the room, moving closer to the desk.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 13.
RUUD
Kid, I don't want to think about 
fucking parrots. We've got a killer 
behind bars and you want to talk 
about birds?
ARJEN
Exactly! Now we can move on to new 
issues!
The SECRETARY starts dusting objects on the desk.
RUUD
And you pick parrots? Look, Kid, 
thanks for coming out here but I 
can't help you if this is all you 
got.
(to the SECRETARY)
Cancel my appointments this 
afternoon, will you Love?
SECRETARY 
(listening to music, not RUUD)
Mmmm.
ARJEN looks like he got punched. He slowly gathers his 
papers.
ARJEN
Sir, it took me two hours to get 
here. Can you tell me if these are 
well-written at least?
RUUD SIGHS and leans back. He admires the SECRETARY's behind 
as she dusts his desk, then shifts his gaze to ARJEN. For 
once he looks like he might be capable of pity.
RUUD
Kid, the faster you learn, the 
better. Nobody gives a shit about 
well-written. People want glitz!
Blood, guns, sex, drugs...
Corruption!
He SLAMS both hands on the desk, euphoric. ARJEN JUMPS. The 
SECRETARY is too preoccupied to care.
RUUD (CONT'D)
That's what makes good news.
ARJEN lifts his sagging frame out of the chair.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 14.
ARJEN 
(under his breath)
Sounds like Hollywood.
RUUD rises and follows ARJEN to the door and opens it for 
him.
RUUD
Think big, Kid. Think about what I 
said and try again.
Physician-assisted suicide! Legal 
hookers! Hell -­
He SLAPS ARJEN on the back so hard the kid flies out the 
door.
RUUD (CONT'D)
Find me another body!
He ROARS at his own joke and slams the door.
CUT TO:
INT. PRINCE'S CHAMBERS
A jeweled comb being pulled through long, flowing hair.
PRINCE ORLY is having himself changed in front of an 
ornamented, full-length mirror by a fearful MAID. ORLY is a 
human peacock, in both composure and dress, and has an 
unpredictable volatility behind each of his gestures.
The chamber is decorated with carved furniture, lace 
curtains, and lavish light fixtures. A fire burns in the 
hearth. Original canvases by the Flemish masters line the 
walls.
MARTIJN, a rodent-like page in glasses, looks over his 
ledger. He seems to be swimming in his suit.
ORLY
What else, MARTIJN?
MARTIJN
DUBOIS has still only confessed to 
7 of the murders.
ORLY
You had his rations cut in half?
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 15.
MARTIJN
Yes.
ORLY preens, in thought. He swats at the MAID's hand as she 
fusses over a shirt ruffle.
ORLY
Let's feed him every other day.
MARTIJN looks up over his glasses, hesitates.
MARTIJN 
And... what if he...
ORLY looks over his shoulder at the page.
MARTIJN (CONT'D)
Your Highness, what if he decides 
to stay stubborn.
ORLY pours himself a glass of champagne.
ORLY
I've never once in my life seen a 
Belgian go 24 hours without his 
pommes de terre.
MARTIJN relaxes.
MARTIJN
Very well. Then there's the matter 
of the Daily Pole...
ORLY
The what?
MARTIJN 
The gossip paper run by Mr.
KYRZYKOWSKI. It's fluff but 
immensely popular... and--
He hesitates.
ORLY
And?
MARTIJN
And the only legitimate front for 
the BUSKO gang.
ORLY shrugs.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 16.
ORLY
Well, what of it?
MARTIJN
It ran an article on the DUBOIS 
verdict this morning.
The PRINCE'S face darkens in the mirror.
MARTIJN (CONT'D)
... and suggests that your judicial 
appointments were--
ORLY drops the champagne flute and it SHATTERS. The MAID 
freezes in terror.
ORLY
You think I'm rigging this?!?! Like 
I wouldn't pin every single corpse 
in the country on the bastard?!?!
MARTIJN
(taking a cautious step back)
Shall I have Mr. KRZYKOWSKI 
deported?
ORLY regains his composure.
ORLY
Of course not. This isn't the 
Gulag.
MARTIJN forces a smile. ORLY turns back to the mirror. The 
MAID nervously resumes preparing him.
ORLY (CONT'D)
Get AXEL to plant a kilo at their 
print shop and get CROW a warrant.
I want it to sting, but we can't 
afford to lose BUSKO. He keeps the 
forest empty.
EXT. FOREST
SPRAY PAINT SHOOTS from a nozzle: first a thick white 
stripe, then a new can--an aerosol SHAKE--and a thick red 
stripe under it.
ANGLE ON the tram above as it rumbles across a bridge 
nestled near the treetops. Parrots SHRIEK and scatter.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 17.
Under the bridge, a group of Slavic thugs render the Polish 
flag on the pillars and walls of the structure while the 
train overhead unleashes an unbearable ECHO.
One of the thugs, bigger than the rest, signs his name 
within a flag: BUSKO. The tram finally passes: the forest 
GOES QUIET and we are left with the sound of SHAKING CANS 
and BLASTS OF PAINT.
The alley under the bridge continues on past the thugs into 
a thinning forest and a residential area. A squad car rolls 
to a stop at the far end of the alley and FLASHES its 
lights, letting loose a SINGLE SIREN.
BUSKO signals to the others. They deftly conceal their cans, 
turn away from the car, and walk deeper into the forest with 
hunched shoulders and popped leather collars.
FOCUS ON the freshly-painted flags. One of the red bands is 
running, and the narrow drip trickles down the wall and over 
a crude doodle of a wolf etched directly into the concrete.
INT. TRAM
Sweaty businessmen clutch railings and stare at cleavage. 
Ladies fan themselves with papers--DUBOIS headlines 
everywhere. Gum is stuck to every railing.
ARJEN sits squashed between two passengers, his head in his 
hands. He peeks between his fingers. A STONER kid sits 
across from him, staring at the ceiling and listening to 
headphones.
A deranged BUM next to ARJEN holds a tallboy and leans over, 
CACKLING.
BUM 
Long night?
ARJEN doesnt even lift his head.
ARJEN
I need to find a dead body.
The BUM looks scared and scoots away.
The BELL RINGS and the tram pulls to one of its stops.
People get off and come on, jostling, PARDONING THEMSELVES, 
and SWEARING UNDER THEIR BREATH.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 18.
Amidst the new passengers is a woman who, though in her 40s, 
is SO BEAUTIFUL, so finely dressed, that she is utterly 
detached from the grimy backdrop--as if framed by a 
spotlight.
She sits next to the STONER, who tries to act as if he 
hasn't noticed her radiant presence.
As the tram pulls away from the curb, ARJEN peeks through 
his fingers: the BEAUTY pulls out a copy of "Call of the 
Wild," opens it, and reads with one hand.
ANGLE ON the STONER as he rocks to the music, sneaking 
occasional glances at the BEAUTY.
The BELL RINGS.
CONDUCTOR INTERCOM 
Approaching terminus.
The BEAUTY readies her things then leans over to the STONER. 
CLOSE on her lips as she pulls the headphones aside, and 
whispers something into his ear.
ARJEN watches her replace the headphones. The STONER is 
beet-red but continues to rock his head to the music, as if 
in a trance. When the tram comes to a stop, people disembark 
en masse. The BEAUTY leaves and the STONER looks around 
before following her awkwardly.
ARJEN waits a few seconds, then jumps to his feet and out 
the closing doors.
We are back in ARJEN'S neighborhood. The camera PANS across 
the crowd: passengers disperse in every direction. Cars and 
their impatient drivers stop and HONK at jaywalkers.
ARJEN finally spots the BEAUTY and the STONER heading up his 
street towards the forest. He follows them at a distance, 
hiding conspicuously behind trashcans, signs, and shrubs.
ANGLE ON the pair as they pass the news stand ahead. LEO 
doesn't notice them.
Shortly after, ARJEN slinks past. Without lifting his nose 
from the porno, LEO chimes up:
LEO
How'd it go?
ARJEN
Shhhhhhhhhh!
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 19.
ARJEN continues, but hesitates on the street outside his 
apartment.
ANGLE ON ELISE through the kitchen window doing dishes.
By now the mysterious couple have made it to the mouth of 
the forest up the street. It's getting dark out.
ANGLE ON the BEAUTY as she steps over the cautionary tape 
with elegance. For a moment we watch the STONER look around 
dumbly--then he decides to follow.
ARJEN looks at his apartment once more, then walks quickly 
up the street towards the mouth of the forest.
EXT. FOREST - EVENING
A crow YELLS from a nearby signpost, then takes off. The 
sign reads WOLVENDAEL.
We see ARJEN on a gloomy forest path. It begins to rain. He 
pulls his keychain out: a crappy compass spins lazily.
ARJEN
Shit.
A SUDDEN SCREAM reverberates from a ridge behind him.
ARJEN freezes. Another SCREAM. He turns and scrambles up the 
slope behind him.
CUT TO:
Cresting the ridge, ARJEN can see something swirl in the 
mist below. There's a final SCREAM, then RUSTLING as a wake 
of movement zips deeper into the forest.
ARJEN waits stock still, getting his breathing under 
control. He takes a tentative step downhill towards the fog 
bank, then waits. Nothing. He takes another. Waits. Then 
another.
ARJEN descends into the fog and pulls out a pen light, 
illuminating a clouded vision.
His POV: something glints on the floor a few paces away.
ARJEN walks over, kneels and picks up the STONER's 
headphones. He lowers his light to the forest floor: the mud 
is bloody, studded with a couple of human fingers, and 
molded by what appear to be enormous clawed paws.
20.
STREET
More deputies than necessary stretch more caution tape 
than necessary across the mouth of the forest.
A few curious bystanders GOSSIP in the dimming light.
ARJEN leans against a squad car, scribbling in a 
notebook. A uniformed CROW paces.
CROW
You didn't see anything?
ARJEN
Got there too late. It was foggy.
He finishes a basic rendering of the tracks in the notebook.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
There were tracks though.
CROW waves him off.
CROW
There are ten times as many dogs as 
people in this city.
He kicks at a bagful of dog scat piled onto the accumulation
of trash in the street.
CROW (CONT'D)
(half to himself)
Maybe it was the fucking Poles.
ARJEN 
Look, I have to go.
CROW
Not far. I may have more questions 
if we find anything.
ARJEN starts jogging away from the scene as CROW makes his 
way over to his deputies.
He stops and turns and sees ARJEN run past his apartment and 
down the street.
21.
INT. PRINCE'S CHAMBERS - NIGHT
ORLY's sinister face is lit by the red embers of the dying 
hearth. The lavish decor of the room throws ominous shadows.
At ORLY's feet sits a little jeweled chest--open and full of 
old photographs. A few are scattered on the floor.
ORLY holds a single photo: The BEAUTY from the tram is much 
younger and seated in a stiff, classic pose with 3 
well-dressed boys. The oldest, about 12, puts his hand on 
her shoulder. The baby is in her arms. The middle boy stands 
to the side, hands in his pockets.
A door CREAKS and a swath of orange light from the hall 
combs the room.
MARTIJN slides in and tiptoes over to ORLY.
MARTIJN 
Sir, CROW just called.
ORLY flicks the photo into the flames. The fire slowly 
consumes her beautiful face.
CUT TO:
LIBRARY
ELISE--her hair everywhere--sits at a desk under a single 
light, hunched over documents and stacks of books.
A CLOCK ECHOES.
She YAWNS, leans back, throws her glasses onto the 
documents, and rubs her eyes.
There's a sudden KNOCKING at a window; ELISE jumps in her 
seat.
She fumbles for her glasses and squints at a waving 
silhouette.
ELISE
ARJEN?
CUT TO:
ANGLE ON ELISE cracking a door and ARJEN pushing himself in 
and past her.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 22.
ELISE
What are you doing here?
ARJEN
I need to see the archives.
He makes his way past dimly-lit stacks. She follows.
ELISE 
You know I can't--
ARJEN
Fauna. Anything you have on 
mammals. I may be onto something.
He opens the notebook to show her. She stops him.
ELISE
Babe, I'm not authorized. You know 
I can't jeopardize this job with--
ARJEN
(snapping)
With me not working?
ELISE
Babe, I didn't mean-- 
ARJEN
How am I supposed to work when you 
won't let me?
She sags under the test of patience.
ELISE
Please. I have to finish this 
abstract for Friday.
ARJEN calms down.
ARJEN 
You're right.
He stuffs the notebook into his pocket and almost walks past 
her. He hesitates, pecks her on the cheek, and walks out.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
(muttering)
Good luck.
As the door GRINDS shut ELISE walks over to her desk and 
slumps in the chair.
23.
EXT. LIBRARY
ANGLE ON ARJEN as he leans against the dark building by a 
side door.
MUFFLED steps sound from inside. ARJEN straightens. The door 
to the stairwell opens and ELISE walks out with her coat and 
bag. She doesn't notice him waiting behind her.
ARJEN slinks in through the closing door.
INT. ARCHIVES
ARJEN's penlight dances through the pitch-black stacks.
The beam moves across boxes labeled with things like:
NEWTS OF TERVUREN
FISH-FEEDING BATS
STAG BEETLE ECOLOGY
... and it finally settles on:
Belgium's big m a m m a l s: a history of human interaction.
CUT TO:
FOCUS ON the box being dropped, then opened. Dust is kicked 
up. Inside there are files full of sketches and notes, 
photos and reports.
The pages as ARJEN flips past frescoes of warriors wrestling 
bears, photos of hunters with giant boars, roadkill counts 
on deer. He stops on an old etching of a WOLF, its fangs 
deep in the neck of a stag. The caption reads:
CANIS LUPUS: BELGIUM'S LAST APEX PREDATOR. EXTINCT IN THE 
WILD, 1802.
VOICE
Woof!
ARJEN jumps. He turns and is blinded by the flashlight of a 
vindicated security guard.
GUARD
Better than any nose.
The guard points up to a corner of the room where we see the 
blinking red eye of a security camera.
24.
INT. SQUAD CAR
ARJEN sits in the passenger seat next to CROW. They drive 
through the dark streets in silence.
CROW
I told you not to go far and you go 
breaking and entering?
ARJEN turns away and stares out the window at blurring 
lights.
CROW flips the radio on: something GOOFY comes on. CROW 
suddenly breaks into laughter.
CROW
God, she's gonna be pissed!
EXT. STREET
ARJEN and ELISE fight, framed by the window. They are MUTED 
by the glass as in a silent movie.
The view relaxes. A BUZZING lamppost comes into view. Below 
it, cans JANGLE as a raccoon tears at a big trash bag. 
CRICKETS CHIRP in the darkness.
INT. LIVING ROOM - LATER
ANGLE ON ARJEN lying cramped on the couch in the dark. He's 
wide awake.
The ceiling fan spins above him, RUSTLING the wall of 
newspaper clippings.
BEDROOM
ELISE is also wide awake and staring across the empty bed at 
the bedstand clock: it's 3:26 am.
INT. SEEDY STORE - DAY
ANGLE ON a SEEDY GUY dropping a flashy box of video 
equipment on the counter top.
SEEDY GUY 
(with salesman gestures)
But if you want to get serious 
about your surveillance, I say 
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 25.
SEEDY GUY (cont'd) 
shell out the extra and get the two 
camera kit...
ARJEN picks the box up and inspects the bulleted features.
SEEDY GUY (CONT'D)
As with all cameras this size, the 
resolution isn't that great, but 
this model has a much longer relay 
distance and extended battery life.
ARJEN puts the box down and pulls out his wallet while 
stifling a yawn.
ARJEN
I'm gonna need another TV too.
CUT TO:
EXT. STREET
ARJEN pacing by the mouth of the forest, trying to look 
nonchalant. He wears a full backpack.
We watch him look furtively down the street, then duck under 
the caution tape into the darkness of the trees.
FOREST
A power drill WHINES and bores into a limb.
ARJEN clings to a branch up in a tree on the ridge. He 
screws a camera mount to the bough and tests to see if it's 
secure.
He pulls a camera out of his bag, mounts it, and rotates it 
to point at the scuffled spot down on the forest floor.
CUT TO:
INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Two monitors come to life on the coffee table in the dark 
living room, illuminating ARJEN's face. One of them is the 
old screen from the corner, the other, much newer.
The screens flicker as images come into view: on one we see 
the mouth of the forest, and on the other, a feed of the 
forest floor at WOLVENDAEL.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 26.
A series of shots:
a) ARJEN is glued to the screens night after night in 
varying states of awareness.
b) Empty take-out containers accumulate around him.
c) ELISE picks them up; ARJEN doesn't acknowledge her.
d) There's movement on the screen. ARJEN snaps out of a 
dozing state--it's only a deer. He drifts back off.
e) Hours pass on a clock on the wall.
CUT TO:
TRAM
ANGLE ON a tired LAWYER checking his watch.
Down a few seats we see a teenage girl glued to a comic 
book. Across from her the BUM is passed out: his head rolls 
against the window as the tram takes a turn, gliding through 
the empty streets.
A bell RINGS. The LAWYER stares at the floor in a long-day 
daze.
INTERCOM 
Next stop, Alphonse 13.
The tram squeals to a slow stop and the double doors SLIDE 
open. There are FOOTSTEPS as a passenger boards. The LAWYER 
comes out of his trance as a pair of beautiful legs walk 
past.
The LAWYER'S POV as the BEAUTY sits down across from him.
She pulls out a book, opens it, then looks over it at him 
seductively.
He sits up and runs his hand through his hair.
INT. LIVING ROOM
The fan spins overhead.
From above, we see ARJEN SNORING QUIETLY on the couch.
ANGLE ON the monitor showing the mouth of the forest: we 
watch the BEAUTIFUL WOMAN leading the businessman by the 
hand under the caution tape.
27.
ARJEN keeps SNORING.
BEDROOM
A pile of 'URGENT' and 'LATE' and 'OVERDUE' bills sit under 
a lamp on the nightstand.
ANGLE ON ELISE as she gets into bed. She settles down, then 
stares at the pile of bills from her pillow.
She sighs and sits up, then grabs the stack of bills. She 
opens a few and tosses them aside. Then a CLOSE view of a 
bank statement. She opens it and her eyes go wide.
ELISE
Babe?
LIVING ROOM
ELISE (O.S.)
(from the bedroom)
Babe?
ARJEN stirs but keeps sleeping.
We watch the BEAUTY walk across the second monitor, still 
leading the LAWYER. We notice a shadow crawling on all fours 
behind him as they make their way off screen.
ELISE (O.S.)
Babe, did you run up these charges?
ARJEN starts awake: Elise stands at the mouth of the hallway 
with a stack of bank statements.
ARJEN wipes his eyes and turns to the monitors: THERE'S 
NOTHING THERE.
EXT. STREET - MORNING
Parrots huddle and shit on windowsills. It's grey and 
drizzling outside.
Dirty water springs from the piles of ungathered trash bags 
and runs down the street.
CUT TO:
28.
INT. LIVING ROOM
The incriminating bank statements lie open on the table.
There's the SOUND of SILVERWARE. ARJEN and ELISE sit at the 
dining table, chewing cold cereal in a cold silence.
ANGLE ON the pair of TVS which have been turned on the 
coffee table so that ARJEN can see them from his seat. We 
catch him stealing occasional glances over at them.
The feed of the forest floor suddenly wavers, then goes 
black. ARJEN stops eating and walks over to the screen. He 
TAPS it, but it stays black.
ARJEN 
Battery life my ass.
He pulls batteries from a pack on the coffee table, then 
walks over to the coat rack for a vest and umbrella.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
Will you watch for me?
ANGLE ON ELISE as she looks up from her cereal and to the 
monitors.
ELISE
I have a shift this afternoon,
Babe.
ARJEN
I know, I swear it won't be long.
Hold tight!
He ZIPS the jacket, blows her a kiss, and steps out the 
door.
ANGLE ON ELISE as she drops her spoon with a RATTLE and sits 
back in her chair, obviously unhappy.
INT. ANOTHER HOUSE
The BOY and GIRL from the newsstand play a board game by a 
living room window.
Outside we see ARJEN marching up the street, huddled against 
the rain.
29.
STREET - SOON AFTER
ARJEN makes sure the coast is clear, then ducks under the 
cautionary tape and into the forest.
FOREST - LATER
ARJEN walks down WOLVENDAEL. Mist swirls around tree trunks. 
Water is DRIPPING from everything. Suddenly, a FAINT, ANIMAL 
LAUGH competes with the SOUND OF RAIN, but its not clear 
where it came from.
ARJEN freezes. He lowers the umbrella and lifts his hood to 
listen. Water DRIPS from the trees.
ARJEN's POV as he looks around: there is nothing but fog and 
ghostly trunks.
CUT TO:
From behind a tree we watch ARJEN as he searches the mist.
He dons his hood, lifts the umbrella, and continues to walk 
down the path.
KITCHEN
ELISE finishes washing the bowls from breakfast.
A lone parrot sits sheltered on the window sill. Out in the 
street a wet dog tears at a trash bag.
ELISE stares out at the depressing scene. She reaches out 
and gently taps the window: the startled parrot flies off.
ELISE begins to cry, but stops herself.
She walks over to a wall-mounted cordless phone, picks it up 
and dials. She leans against the door frame, composing 
herself. After a pause:
ELISE
Hi, Mom.
EXT. FOREST - DAY
ARJEN clings to the tree branch on which his camera is 
mounted. As he fumbles in his pocket, the BIZARRE LAUGH 
ECHOES through the trees. He stops what he is doing and 
looks over his shoulder.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 30.
ANGLE of the forest floor: nothing is out of the ordinary.
He returns to his work, pulling batteries out of his pocket. 
CUT TO:
POV of something crawls on all fours out from behind a tree 
and over to the base of the tree in which ARJEN is working.
INT. LIVING ROOM - AT THE SAME TIME
The dark monitor SNAPS back to life: We see ARJEN up close 
as he fine-tunes the camera. Over his shoulder we can see 
the forest floor.
ELISE is talking on the phone in the background.
ELISE (O.S.)
Thanks Mom  No, I know, you're
right  I know  I know...
I'll try  Ok, thanks  Mhm...
I love you too.
CLOSE ON the monitor: ARJEN continues to mess with the 
camera. Behind him, on the ground, we see an enormous, 
wolf-like shadow crawling creepily out from behind a tree.
CUT TO:
BATHROOM
ELISE gets ready in front of the mirror. ANGLE as she looks 
down at her watch.
ELISE 
Damnit, ARJEN.
EXT. STREET
ARJEN steps out from under the cautionary tape and the dark 
trees.
He turns and looks into the darkness behind him. The 
darkness seems to grow.
CLOSE ON ARJEN's arm as something unseen in the forest gives 
him goosebumps. He shakes them off before hurrying down the 
street.
CUT TO:
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 31.
ARJEN standing in the street outside of his apartment. Dirty 
water runs down the facade.
He looks at his watch, at the apartment, then continues to 
walk down the street.
ANGLE as ARJEN passes the newsstand. LEO waves without 
looking up from his porno mag. ARJEN nods back, but doesn't 
notice the headline of today's local paper:
CONSPIRACY? PROSECUTOR KILLED IN SONIAN.
INT. PRINCE'S CHAMBERS
ORLY's POV as he watches from the window: protesters rally 
on the steps below.
ANGLE ON ORLY. He has today's paper in his hands.
ORLY
This is a fucking nightmare.
He turns from the window, crumples the newspaper, and throws 
it against the wall.
Alarmed, MARTIJN looks down at his ledger and pretends to 
write but they're only squiggles.
ORLY slumps in his throne and the MAID scurries over.
ORLY (CONT'D)
Why the fuck would I kill our one 
chance at burying this whole thing?
The MAID dotes needlessly and ORLY swats her hand away. We 
see that MARTIJN continues to scribble nonsense. The MAID 
tries to straighten a ruffle and ORLY swats her again.
ORLY (CONT'D)
I'm surrounded by idiots. Make 
yourself useful--I need a drink.
INT. SPORTS BAR
A few crusty regulars squint, shield their eyes, and SWEAR 
as daylight pours into the dark, beer-stained interior.
ARJEN steps in and stands by the entrance a bit, adjusting 
to the dimness.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 32.
Static-y TVs air Belgian league matches. Soccer trophies and 
posters line the walls. The disgruntled regulars turn their 
attentions back to the screens and their beers.
ARJEN walks over to the abandoned bar and sits on a stool.
HUMMING drifts out from a storage room. The BARKEEP suddenly 
emerges with a case of bottles and notices ARJEN.
BARKEEP 
Son of a bitch!
He's an ex-soccer hooligan, covered in homemade tattoos and 
with a few teeth missing. Veins stick out on his arms and 
bald head: he's still strong but his belly gets in the way.
BARKEEP (CONT'D)
Been a long ass time, Buddy! You 
must be in trouble with the old 
lady, huh?
ANGLE ON ARJEN: he's visibly embarrassed. The BARKEEP 
chuckles to himself and begins to unload the bottles.
BARKEEP (CONT'D)
So whatcha havin? Wanna try one of 
these? Fresh from the abbey.
He opens one of the corked bottles and hands it across the 
bar. ARJEN shakes his head and waves the offer off.
ARJEN 
Soda, please.
The BARKEEP shrugs and drinks from the bottle instead.
BARKEEP
Sure.
He gets ARJENS's soda and then settles onto the counter with 
his beer to watch the Anderlecht vs. Namur match.
LIVING ROOM
ELlSE's hand rests on the doorknob of the door that leads 
out of the apartment. She is dressed for work, but hesitant 
to leave.
She surveys the messy scene: cardboard boxes that held the 
cameras and TV, notes and sketches of tracks.
33.
The clippings on the wall WHISPER as she opens the door and 
steps out. She closes it behind her. The camera pans down to 
the monitors: we see a shadow slinking across a corner of 
the WOLVENDAEL screen.
SPORTSBAR - EVENING
BARKEEP 
You still playing?
The BARKEEP is still leaning on the counter glued to the TV. 
He's on his second beer.
ARJEN
Nah, not since college.
THE BARKEEP is transfixed by the match.
BARKEEP
Too bad, man, you were good. I 
remember that goal at the Liege 
Invitational. Fuck, what was that?
Three years ago?
We watch ARJEN take distracted sips.
ARJEN
Four.
BARKEEP (CONT'D)
Man, you could have played for 
Anderlecht!
CLOSE ON the screen: Namur scores on Anderlecht.
BARKEEP (CONT'D)
Fuck!
He throws the empty bottle against the wall in a corner. It 
SHATTERS and the pieces fall into a trash.
BARKEEP (CONT'D)
Fucking reruns...
ANGLE as he FUMBLES under the counter, finds the remote, and 
changes the channel to a local news broadcast before going 
back to work unloading bottles.
NEWSCASTER 
... and in breaking news, the 
prosecutor who was set to bring 
DUBOIS back to court was found dead 
this morning...
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 34.
ARJEN
(coming out of his distracted 
state)
What?!
NEWSCASTER 
... ironically, near the killer's 
dumping ground in the SONIAN 
FOREST...
ARJEN 
Impossible...
BARKEEP 
(from under the counter)
Yeah, can you believe it? Right up 
the friggin street.
ARJEN throws his coat on.
BARKEEP (CONT'D)
(from under the counter)
Small fucking world, right? You 
wanna know what I think?
He lifts his head from his stocking duties, but ARJEN is 
gone and the door is closing.
LIVING ROOM
The last warm tones of a sunset stream in through the 
curtains. Clippings RUSTLE on the wall.
ARJEN is on the couch staring intently at fast-forward 
footage on the monitors: on one, we see the occasional 
curious civilian walk up to the cautionary tape and peek in 
before returning back down the street.
On the forest floor monitor we see mostly mundane action: 
deer grazing, hedgehogs trundling, the occasional pigeon or 
parrot inspecting the camera.
ARJEN starts to look pretty bored, but suddenly comes to 
attention.
On the screen, the BEAUTY leads the LAWYER by the hand into 
the forest. ARJEN slows the feed to real time. In a few 
seconds we see the BEAUTY and the LAWYER on the second 
screen. A shadow follows behind them.
ARJEN stops the tape, rewinds it, and plays it back again. 
ANGLE as he leans closer to recording.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 35.
CLOSE ON the BEAUTY leading the LAWYER by the hand. As the 
shadow appears behind them, ARJEN pauses the tape. The 
silhouette flickers through pixels. ARJEN tries to make it 
out.
ARJEN
What the hell...
BEDROOM - NIGHT
The dark room is exposed as ARJEN CREAKS the door open, 
letting light in from the hallway.
He waits in the doorway, stiff and silent. Then he flips the 
light switch--ELISE is not in bed.
ARJEN becomes less tense and rushes over to her bedside. He 
looks over his shoulder and opens her bedstand: make-up, 
family photos, a notepad, pens and an old candy tin.
ANGLE as ARJEN takes the tin and opens it: it's full of 
cash.
CUT TO:
EXT. SEEDY STORE
ARJEN'S fist POUNDS on a dark storefront.
He waits. Then POUNDS harder. A light comes on and there are 
MUFFLED SOUNDS from inside. The SEEDY GUY opens the door, 
pissed and wearing a bathrobe.
SEEDY GUY 
We're closed.
ARJEN
I need to be able to print footage.
The SEEDY guy starts to close the door.
SEEDY GUY 
Come back when we're open then.
ARJEN sticks his foot in the door, reaches into his pocket, 
and extends a huge wad of cash.
36.
INT. LIVING ROOM 
ARJEN paces the room.
The camera pans down, and we see still images from the video 
footage SHOOTING out of a bulky, 90s era printer.
BEDROOM
ARJEN lies in bed but is wide awake and staring at the 
ceiling.
ELISE has her back to him.
He suddenly sits bolt upright, pulls a pen and paper from 
his nightstand drawer and scribbles furiously, then crosses 
it out, then scribbles again:
CLOSE ON ARJEN writing:
THE CANINE QUEEN. He scribbles over it.
MR. AND MRS. DUBOIS. Scribbles over it.
THE CASE OF A REAL FEMME FATALE. Scribbles.
ANGLE ON a frustrated ARJEN.
ARJEN 
(to himself)
Stupid stupid stupid.
He paces the tiny room then sits back down to the notebook. 
ELISE stirs and MUMBLES in her sleep.
CLOSE ON ARJEN writing:
WOLVES RETURN TO THE SONIAN. Underlined.
BATHROOM - MORNING
The shower head BLASTS to life. We watch ARJEN perform the 
same grooming routine as before, but faster now and more 
messily.
He wipes condensation from the mirror, but without the usual 
energy. He's tired. Loose tie. Extra-stained shirt.
37.
LIVING ROOM
ARJEN sits down to the camera on standby. Trembling, he 
looks over his notes, then reaches up and presses record. We 
watch him through the camera.
ARJEN 
(visibly shaken)
La-ladies and-and gentlemen. Good 
mo-morning. I'm ARJEN DESMET from 
the Desmet News. A breaking story 
of whose nature we are still unsure 
has come across my desk. For that 
very reason we are going to have to 
cut today's broadcast short. I 
promise... I mean, we promise to 
fill you in on the details as soon 
as they become concrete. Thank you.
He ends the recording hurriedly. He gathers his bag and a 
few (not all) of the photos from the printer bed and then 
runs to the door.
ANGLE shot as he opens it and runs straight into CROW.
CROW
Morning.
ARJEN
(agitated)
Not today, I'm in a hurry.
He pushes past the officer and down the stairs.
CROW
What the fuck's got into him?
We see CROW take his usual route to the kitchen.
BEDROOM
ELISE stirs in bed, rolls over, and stretches her arm over 
the empty spot where ARJEN would normally be.
FRIDGE
The fridge door opens and the overhead light shines on the 
desolate interior. CROW sticks his head in and manages to 
find an eclair tucked behind a carton of milk.
He closes the door and the shot goes black.
38.
CUT TO:
LIVING ROOM
CROW slumps down into the couch while MUNCHING. His chewing 
slows: he's looking at a scratch pad on the table...
WOLVES RETURN TO THE SONIAN.
Next to the table on the floor is one of the printouts ARJEN 
dropped. CROW picks it up and holds it to the light, still 
chewing. ANGLE ON CROW as his eyes widen.
CROW 
(through food)
Oh fuck.
INT. OFFICE - DAY
ARJEN fidgets in an enormous chair.
RUUD' back is towards us as he smokes a cigar and looks out 
at the Brussels skyline.
RUUD 
Wolves, huh?
ARJEN
Wolves.
RUUD
You realize the last wolf was 
killed in 1800.
ARJEN 
You wanted a story.
RUUD
Almost two hundred years...
ARJEN
Look, all I know is I saw some... 
some wolf-thing creeping up behind 
the... the...
(embarrassed and frustrated)
The seductress. I don't know who 
she is.
RUUD
(wheeling around from the 
window)
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 39.
RUUD (cont'd)
I love it.
ARJEN
What?
RUUD
Look, I don't care if it's her 
trained poodle. It's got sex and 
blood and everything good news 
needs.
ARJEN
Aren't you more concerned about-- 
RUUD
(holding out the printout, 
gesticulating)
This, however, is still shit. Shit. 
You can't see shit here.
ARJEN
The camera has its limits.
RUUD
You know the Americans with their 
Sasquatch? That's what this is.
ARJEN
But I--
RUUD
Look, for all I know you took my 
advice, had one too many Krieks, 
went to the library, and hopped 
onto this internet thing.
ARJEN 
No, I dont drink--
RUUD
You don't seem that smart, but 
still...
ARJEN
(flustered)
Sir, I swear that I--
RUUD
I like where you're going with 
this.
ARJEN is dumbstruck.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 40.
RUUD (CONT'D)
Get me more. I want to see fangs!
Fur flying!
ARJEN
Ok. But how do-- 
RUUD
Go back to the site! Get on the 
ground! You're a journalist, aren't 
you?
ARJEN 
Oh. Oh, ok.
RUUD slides the paper over to ARJEN. The giant man stands up 
and stretches, belching cigar smoke.
RUUD
Pleasure doing business with you.
ARJEN gets up. RUUD puts a huge arm around him and escorts 
him to the door.
RUUD
I like what you're going for here,
Kid. See what happens when you take 
a pro's advice.
He opens the door but stops ARJEN from walking out.
RUUD (CONT'D)
Oh, and Kid...
ARJEN
Sir.
RUUD
If this is real, get a better 
picture of her tits next time!
He ROARS WITH LAUGHTER and SLAPS ARJEN on the back and out 
the door.
CUT TO:
PRINCE'S CHAMBERS
CROW bursts through the door, dripping sweat and GASPING. 
Steam swirls in the light coming through the window.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 41.
ANGLE ON ORLY lying in a huge, clawed tub, attended to by 
the MAID and two other girls. MARTIJN stands off to the 
side. A steaming towel covers ORLY's eyes.
ORLY
Your timing is always exquisite.
What is it now?
CROW shields his eyes.
CROW
(trying to catch his breath)
Sorry, Sir, but... Sir... we... 
we're...
ORLY waits, unimpressed.
CROW (CONT'D)
Sir... we're fucked.
ORLY lifts his head; the MAID removes the eye towel.
ORLY
Show some restraint. Did you forget 
where you're standing?
CROW straightens himself immediately.
CROW
Of course, your Highness. Uh.. 
uh... how is your father, Sir?
ORLY pauses too long.
ORLY 
Not dead enough.
The prince CACKLES, looking to the others. The MAID giggles 
as the other girls force smiles. CROW is still WHEEZING.
ORLY slides back into the bath and the MAID replaces the eye 
towel.
ORLY
What is it, CROW?
CROW makes an effort to be composed.
CROW
My neighbor knows.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 42.
ORLY
The little old lady next door 
finally saw you naked...
CROW
(blushing)
No. He. He knows.... about...
We see CROW look to MARTIJN and the MAID nervously.
CROW (CONT'D)
He knows about wolves.
ORLY is clearly fazed but doesn't move. The room waits in 
silence. Finally:
ORLY
Who is this neighbor?
CROW
You remember DESMET?
ORLY
Mhm.
CROW
You remember his kid?
ORLY
I don't encourage my employees to 
breed.
CROW
Well he's big now. A wannabe 
reporter, see?
He pulls a crumpled printout from his pocket, extends it. 
MARTIJN takes the paper and brings it to the tub.
MARTIJN
Sir.
ORLY leans up angrily and the towel falls into the bath. He 
RIPS the paper from MARTIJN.
ORLY
What is this? This is nothing.
CROW
Can't you see?
ORLY throws the printout to the floor.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 43.
ORLY
Looks like a Rorschach. Did a pen 
explode in your pocket?
CROW
You want me to get rid of him?
ORLY
Christ no! What is it with you 
people?
MARTIJN shrugs. ORLY slides back into the bath.
ORLY
Keep an eye on him. We might need 
someone like him.
CROW gives a sloppy salute and makes to leave.
CROW
Yes, your Highness.
ORLY 
And CROW...
CROW
Yes, Sir.
ORLY
You look good. Keep up the regimen.
CROW salutes again and takes a sweet from a bowl on his way 
out of the chambers.
LIVING ROOM
ARJEN's lower half teeters on a rickety ladder; the rest of 
him is buried in a high crawlspace above the living room.
Below, ELISE slaves over research on the dining table.
We see ARJEN extract himself from the crawlspace, covered in 
dust and holding an old cardboard box.
CUT TO:
The box being DROPPED onto the table.
ELISE looks up from her work, annoyed. ARJEN blows on the 
box, obscuring the shot with a cloud of dust. She COUGHS.
The dust clears and we see words written in sharpie:
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 44.
DAD FIELD GEAR.
He slices the packaging tape seal open with a box cutter, 
then reaches in.
ARJEN
God, I can't believe all of this is 
still in here.
He pulls out a box of slides and an old projector, then a 
stack of field notebooks. He drops them onto the table, 
disrupting ELISE's papers.
ELISE
(trying not to show her 
irritation)
Me neither.
Next comes a headlamp, a bag of plaster, then a series of 
bottles and vials labeled with chemical compounds.
Lastly, ARJEN pulls out an old Polaroid camera and boxes of 
film.
He struggles to load a cartridge, making far more NOISE than 
necessary. ELISE tries to focus on her work.
ARJEN eventually loads the film.
ARJEN
Smile!
He snaps a picture of ELISE, blinding her.
He shakes the photo. Her flustered portrait comes into 
focus.
CUT TO:
EXT. STREET - EVENING
We watch ARJEN walk up the street, laden like some demented 
explorer: the headlamp rides on his forehead while the 
Polaroid camera bounces across his chest from its lanyard. 
He lugs an overflowing backpack and wields an umbrella.
He passes the BOY and GIRL who kick a soccer ball back and 
forth in their front yard. The kids stop to watch the 
spectacle with open mouths. Their ball rolls away.
CUT TO:
45.
FOREST
ARJENS walks down WOLVENDAEL. He passes but doesn't notice a 
freshly-sprayed Polish flag glistening on a nearby tree 
trunk.
CUT TO:
ARJEN kneeling over disturbed ground. He turns on his 
headlamp: his POV shows fresh claw marks.
ARJEN lays his umbrella down, lifts the Polaroid, and SHOOTS 
a picture.
He pulls the plaster and a mixing bowl out of the bag. As he 
begins to prepare it, there is a SNAP of branches behind 
him.
ARJEN turns and comes face-to-face with BUSKO and his 
grinning gang.
BUSKO
You lost?
INT. PALACE HALLWAY - AT THE SAME TIME
ORLY paces outside an ornate door in a dim hallway lined 
with the portraits of generations of royalty.
The door opens and a DOCTOR slips out. We catch a glimpse of 
the grim interior: There's an enormous, four-poster bed with 
its curtains drawn; dusty light filtering in through a small 
window; IV bags; and the sounds of an EKG and LABORED 
BREATHING.
The DOCTOR closes the door.
DOCTOR 
Make your peace tonight.
ANGLE as he puts his glasses and stethoscope into his case.
DOCTOR (CONT'D)
He won't be listening by morning.
The doctor excuses himself.
ORLY puts his forehead to the closed door. He can't contain 
a smile.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 46.
He suddenly wheels and struts down the hallway. The camera 
follows him as he passes the framed portraits--one of them 
featuring the BEAUTY from the tram. She looks to be in her 
30s here. The frame lingers on her exquisite face.
CUT TO:
EXT. STREET - LATER
ARJEN limps down the boulevard with a black eye. He has none 
of the equipment he left with.
ANGLE ON the BOY and GIRL eating ice cream on their stoop. 
They wave.
ARJEN waves back half-heartedly, winces, grabs his side, and 
continues to make his way down the street.
FOREST - NIGHT 
A bottle is passed around.
BUSKO and his gang LAUGH around a bonfire on the shore of 
the WOLVENDAEL pond. Several of the men are accompanied by 
women. It's growing dark.
One of the thugs roasts marshmallows on the tip of ARJEN's 
umbrella--the whole thing bursts into flame.
Another thug wears the headlamp and pulls notebooks from 
ARJEN's pack. He flips through them carelessly before 
tossing them onto the fire. His friend blows plaster dust at 
the sky.
Yet another thug takes Polaroids of two preening girls.
With a girl in his lap, BUSKO reads the Daily Pole: it's the 
article about DUBOIS.
BUSKO
(muttering)
How's such a tiny country filled 
with so many perverts?
He flips the page. There's a HAUNTING HOWL from outside the 
circle of firelight. The GREGARIOUS crowd suddenly goes 
QUIET.
RANDOM THUG 
Who's there?
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 47.
BUSKO squints into the darkness. A plasmic figure catches 
bits of firelight, then materializes.
ANGLE ON the BEAUTY as she floats over to BUSKO and sits on 
his other knee. His girl is visibly jealous. CLOSE ON the 
BEAUTIFUL WOMAN leaning over to WHISPER something into 
BUSKO's ear: he drops his paper and begins to LAUGH.
Across the fire, the Polaroid wielder hears a GROWL from 
outside the firelight. ANGLE ON him as he lifts the camera 
and SHOOTS: THE FLASH ILLUMINATES A HORRIBLE SET OF TEETH.
CUT TO:
A wide view of a wooded ridge backlit by firelight, 
billowing smoke, and the flashes of the camera.
SCREAMS fill the night.
CUT TO:
INT. LIVING ROOM
ARJEN--face beaten badly--sleeps with his head on the coffee 
table.
In the background, we see the monitors flicker as the blurry 
massacre ensues on screen. The wall of clippings RUSTLES.
ELISE comes out from the hallway with a blanket and covers 
ARJEN, but does not notice the monitors.
EXT. TENNIS COURTS - MORNING 
A racket backhands a tennis ball.
A posh, fenced set of tennis courts lies nestled in the 
margin of the forest. On the far court, a skimpily dressed 
BLONDE over-extends to receive a serve, and her ball hits 
the net.
On the other side of it, a fit, older gentleman COACH 
laughs, signals timeout, and runs over to meet her.
COACH
Take five!
We see other players on adjacent courts break, CHAT, and get 
water.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 48.
ANGLE as the COACH gets behind the BLONDE and ghosts her 
through the swing. She blushes. The COACH looks at the 
distracted players on breaks, then leads the BLONDE by the 
hand to a side gate that opens on the forest.
CUT TO:
FOREST
The COACH leads the BLONDE by the hand on a path into the 
forest. She GIGGLES and turns to make sure nobody on the 
courts is looking as they disappear into the trees.
DEEPER FOREST
ANGLE ON the COACH as he pushes the BLONDE against tree 
trunk. They embrace.
She begins to unbutton his pants. There is a RUSTLING in the
forest behind him. He turns, but she grabs his face and
turns it back to her. They kiss.
More RUSTLING, closer now. The COACH turns again,
frustrated. His POV of the dim trees.
COACH 
Who's there?
There is no response or sound. He turns back to kiss the 
BLONDE and we see two scarred, clawed, dirty hands reach 
around the tree and around her neck. Terror floods her face.
CUT TO:
TENNIS COURTS
Players are coming back from benches and resuming their 
volleys when SCREAMS emerge from the woods.
We watch the COACH stumble out of the trees and in through 
the side gate. He's pale and covered in blood with his pants 
around his legs. He MUMBLES SOMETHING INCOMPREHENSIBLE and 
waves to his students in a stupor.
They back away--some run. A guy pulls a phone out of his 
pocket and dials.
49.
EXT. PALACE - DAY
Eggs, tomatoes, cabbage, and bottles of beer hit the facade 
of the building.
Below, angry protesters wave makeshift signs in a mob 
gathered outside of the royal palace. Cops hold the crowd at 
bay with riot shields. One of them pulls the pin on a can of 
tear gas.
ANGLE ON a high window where we see the ghostly face of 
PRINCE ORLY.
CUT TO:
INT. PRINCE'S CHAMBERS
ORLY violently draws the curtains and kicks over a nearby 
table. MARTIJN fidgets in the corner.
The prince paces back and forth a few times, kicking things 
fallen from the table. He finally sits and slumps into his 
throne. ANGLE ON the floor around him littered with papers 
and tabloids:
KING DEAD  FOR GOOD?
THE SONIAN SITUATION
KING COVERUP
ORLY
Ungrateful pricks. Who do they 
think they are?
MARTIJN
(timidly)
They  don't think you're doing
your job. There's been another 
murder.
ORLY
Why the fuck do I need to know 
about every corpse in the country?
He waves MARTIJN off.
ORLY (CONT'D)
Find a way to pin it on DUBOIS.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 50.
MARTIJN 
(visibly stressed)
I can't.
ORLY
What can you do, MARTIJN?
MARTIJN.
It-- it was a woman.
ORLY lifts his head.
ORLY
How?
MARTIJN shrugs, at a loss.
MARTIJN
A woman. At the tennis courts.
ORLY jumps up and starts pacing again.
ORLY
(under his breath)
Goddamnit.
He paces and paces, then suddenly has a eureka moment:
ORLY (CONT'D)
The Poles!
MARTIJN
What?
ORLY
Pin it on BUSKO. It wouldn't be the 
first time they got a little rough 
with their girls.
He LAUGHS but MARTIJN continues to shift.
MARTIJN
Uh--
ORLY 
What is it?
MARTIJN
That's not going to work either.
ORLY struts right up to MARTIJN, breathing in his face.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 51.
ORLY 
And why's that?
CUT TO:
EXT. FOREST
Assorted body parts lie in the muck. A few scattered embers 
sizzle and release whisps of smoke. CROW and some deputies 
walk through the carnage on the shore of the pond.
A few limbs are strewn from boughs and foliage: all of them 
are missing their fingers.
CROW
My God...
CROW kneels next to a shattered Polaroid camera and picks up 
a photo.
CLOSE ON a blurry picture of gnashing teeth.
CUT BACK TO:
INT. PRINCE'S CHAMBERS
We watch ORLY go pale and steady himself against a wall.
MARTIJN
CROW's men found them this morning.
There wasn't much left but there 
had to be at least 20 in all.
ORLY is clearly in shock, MUMBLING TO HIMSELF.
ORLY
(stuttering)
20? How is that possible?
MARTIJN
The parliament will not allow for a 
coronation during times of civil 
unrest.
ANGLE ON ORLY as he toes one of the objects he kicked over, 
still MUTTERING and shaking his head.
ORLY
20 at once? Were there shots fired?
ANGLE ON MARTIJN shaking his head.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 52.
ORLY (CONT'D)
But how?
MARTIJN
Sir, the Parliament will not--
ORLY suddenly bends down, picks up, and hurls a decorative 
stool. It SHATTERS against the wall near MARTIJN.
ORLY
(shrieking)
You think I don't know that better 
than anyone?!?!
We watch him as he continues to throw a tantrum on his way 
back to the window. ANGLE ON the curtains as he opens them 
and looks out at the protesting crowd. A fruit SPLATTERS on 
the window in front of his face.
ORLY (CONT'D)
(disgusted)
This country is full of 
incompetents.
MARTIJN 
What do you want to do?
ORLY ponders awhile, then finally turns from the window.
ORLY
Switzerland.
MARTIJN
(mystified)
Sir?
ORLY
Outsourced efficiency.
MARTIJN looks clueless.
ORLY (CONT'D)
Just fucking get CROW up here. He's 
got a trip to take.
INT. GUTTER
A finger, splinted with a piece of scrap metal and bailing 
wire, scratches at a rock surface by candelight.
The sound of WATER DRIPPING is joined by a DUMB, EERIE 
LAUGH.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 53.
The hand pulls away, exposing a crude rendering of a WOLF 
attacking a whole group of men.
CUT TO:
LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
The apartment is dark. There is a HARSH RAPPING at the door. 
A pause. More RAPPING. Then the sound of the BEDROOM DOOR 
OPENING and things being KNOCKED OVER.
We watch ARJEN stumble out of the hallway. ANGLE ON him as 
he opens the door and an energetic CROW bursts in with two 
travel bags.
CROW
What happened to you?
ARJEN flips the light switch on, blinding himself.
ARJEN
(groggy)
It's one in the morning.
CROW throws the bags and then himself onto the couch. He 
puts his feet up onto the coffee table.
CROW
You look like shit.
ANGLE ON ARJEN as he holds his side and squints out of his 
non-black eye.
ARJEN
What the hell do you want?
CROW jumps up from the couch and waddles towards the 
kitchen.
CROW
To talk.
ARJEN hears the FRIDGE OPEN and rolls his eyes, turning the 
light off.
ARJEN
Whatever. Eat what you want. I'm 
going back to bed.
We watch him limp back towards the bedroom.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 54.
CROW (O.C.)
(calling from the kitchen) 
I'm on assignment for the Royal 
Family. Fieldwork. Thought you 
might want to come.
CUT TO:
KITCHEN
CROW's backside sticks out of the open fridge. ARJEN sticks 
his head into the kitchen.
ARJEN 
(suddenly wide awake)
Me?
CROW
(muffled from inside the 
fridge)
Mhm.
Jars of food fall out onto the floor.
ELISE (O.C.)
(calling from the bedroom)
What are you idiots doing?
ARJEN signals for CROW to keep it down, but he doesn't see 
since he's still buried in the fridge.
ARJEN
(hushed)
Where?
CROW emerges, brandishing a mountainous pastry as if it were 
a trophy.
CROW 
Swiss Alps.
ARJEN 
(growing excited)
When?!
CROW takes a giant bite.
CROW 
(through food)
You got 15 minutes.
CUT TO:
55.
BEDROOM
ARJEN jams all sorts of clothing and papers and pens and 
cameras and recorders and a huge tangle of power cords into 
an overflowing duffel bag.
ELISE sits on the edge of the bed.
ELISE
My defense is after tomorrow. You 
said you would be there.
ARJEN
I'm gonna try, Babe. We'll be back.
But this is too big to pass up.
He walks over and kisses her on the head.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
I'll call you when we get there.
He shoulders the big bag and walks out.
ANGLE ON ELISE as she sits on the bed, utterly alone.
LIVING ROOM
Dishes and silverware have somehow multiplied at CROW's 
feet. We watch him polish off another plate as ARJEN lugs 
the bag in from the hallway.
ARJEN 
(breathing heavy)
Ready.
CROW beckons to him.
CROW
Hold on, bring that thing over 
here.
ARJEN drops the bag at CROW's feet. CROW opens it and starts 
pulling things out and throwing them about.
ARJEN 
Wait! What are you--
CROW
You don't need any of this.
ARJEN dodges a flying notebook.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 56.
ARJEN
(as he tries to catch flying 
film and pens)
I need to document the trip!
CROW empties the last of the items, then looks around at the 
mess he's made.
CROW
You want to learn some fieldwork?
We do this my way. No storytelling.
Just watching.
From the crap he's thrown all over the room he picks up a 
pair of khakis, a flannel shirt, a windbreaker, and an 
inflatable pillow. He jams them crudely into one corner of 
the duffel bag, then takes one of his own travel bags and 
shoves it into ARJEN's. He zips the bag.
CROW (CONT'D)
Now you're ready.
CROW heads to the door. ARJEN kneels and covertly picks up a 
discarded pocket notebook before struggling to shoulder the 
enormous bag.
INT. CATHEDRAL - DAWN
Sunrise shines through biblical, stained-glass scenes.
Below, ORLY stands in front of a coffin at the front of an 
immense sanctuary. No one else is around.
We hear the sound of the sanctuary doors OPENING and 
CLOSING, followed by FOOTSEPS.
ANGLE ON MARTIJN walking down the aisle towards ORLY. He 
stops at the PRlNCE's side.
ORLY'S POV staring down at the dead king. The old man is 
dressed in finery and gold, but his face is tired, gray, and 
grizzled with an unkempt beard.
ANGLE ON ORLY: his scowl is accentuated by the shifting 
candlelight thrown from a series of sconces around the 
coffin.
MARTIJN touches the prince gently on the sleeve.
MARTIJN
You've been up all night. We should 
get some rest.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 57.
ORLY doesn't break the staring contest with the dead man.
ORLY
The old fuck is trying to take me 
down with him.
We watch ORLY casually tip one of the sconces with a 
fingertip: hot wax dribbles onto the dead king's forehead. 
MARTIJN looks away.
MARTIJN 
Sir, CROW just called.
ORLY
(disinterested)
Mmm.
MARTIJN (CONT'D)
They made the Austrian border.
Should get to the Valais by 9.
ORLY
(preoccupied with the candle)
Good.
The prince tips another sconce, dribbling more wax onto the 
king. MARTIJN shuffles his feet uncomfortably.
MARTIJN
Sir?
ORLY
Mmm.
MARTIJN 
Why did CROW take the kid?
ORLY pulls a third sconce from its bracket and twirls it, 
splashing drops of wax all over the coffin. He lights the 
tip of the king's beard with the candletip, then turns and 
strolls through pews, still twirling the sconce.
ANGLE ON MARTIJN trying desperately to blow the little flame 
out, but to no avail.
ANGLE ON ORLY coming to a stained-glass window. He reaches 
up, TAPPING the sconce against it. The cathedral ECHOES.
ORLY
Because our savior needs a pack 
animal.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 58.
MARTIJN looks up from the coffin at the enormous depiction 
of Joseph leading pregnant Mary on a mule. We watch ORLY 
walk back over to the coffin and put his arm around MARTIJN.
ORLY (CONT'D)
One that no one will miss.
He leads MARTIJN away from the coffin. The page looks over 
his shoulder at the corpse.
The little beard flame fizzles out.
CUT TO:
EXT. MOUNTAINSIDE - MORNING
A wide view of a winding dirt road, lost in mist in either 
direction on the mountainside. COWBELLS CHIME from the fog. 
Two silhouettes materialize, headed uphill.
A caption fades in over them: VALAIS, SWISS ALPS
A CLOSER SHOT of the figures. In the lead is a sweating, 
wheezing CROW.
Their POV as the road forks ahead. CROW pauses and rotates a 
tattered map. ARJEN is close behind and overladen with gear. 
Both are dressed in plaid, khakis, and boots.
ARJEN 
How much further?
CROW SWEARS UNDER HIS BREATH, crumples the map, and tosses 
it to the roadside. He puts his hands on his knees and 
catches his breath.
CROW
Beats me.
ARJEN
(panicked)
You don't know where we are?!
CROW
No idea.
ARJEN jumps off the side of the road in search of the map. 
The SOUND OF BELLS GROWS. As ARJEN searches, CROW's eyes 
narrow.
POV SHOT as a figure approaches through the mist.
CLOSE ON CROW's hand reaching for a holster at his belt.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 59.
ARJEN has found the map and scrambles back onto the road, 
noticing his partner's readiness. ARJEN follows CROW's gaze 
as an old SHEPHERD walks out of the fog bank, accompanied by 
a few goats.
ARJEN and CROW loosen. CROW takes his hand off of the 
holster.
ARJEN 
(whispering angrily)
You brought a gun?
CROW
The country is neutral. I'm not.
ARJEN
Let's be civilized, ok?
ARJEN pushes past CROW. ANGLE ON him as he meets the 
SHEPHERD.
ARJEN
(talking slowly and gesturing, 
as if trying to communicate 
with a child)
Good morning, Sir. We're looking 
for a great hunter who lives in 
these parts. Might you be able to 
show us where to find him?
ARJEN extends the map. The SHEPHERD doesn't even look at it,
but spits off to the side, shrugging. One of his goats takes
a bite out of the paper.
CROW comes up and puts his arm around ARJEN. With the other
hand he makes a claw with his pinkie and ring finger tucked 
away and holds it to the SHEPHERD's face. The man brightens.
SHEPHERD 
Ah! Die Belgische? Ja...
We follow the shepherd's finger as he points up the road.
CROW
Danke.
(to ARJEN)
C'mon.
They push past the goats.
ARJEN 
What was that?
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 60.
CROW
That was fieldwork.
We watch them disappear into the fog on the mountainside.
EXT. SHACK
We watch from behind as ARJEN and CROW stand in front of a 
dilapidated shack. Clouds swirl around them. BELLS still 
chime in the distance. There is no visibility and no sign of 
life.
ARJEN 
Guess this is it?
CROW
Guess so. You keep watch.
CUT TO:
A fist KNOCKING on the door. Waiting. Nothing.
NEXT:
ANGLE ON CROW KNOCKING on a shuttered window. He waits. 
Nothing.
THEN:
CROW walking around back and KNOCKING on another door.
Again, nothing.
CUT TO:
CROW back at the front door. He tries the handle. The door 
opens. He looks backs through the mist at us and ARJEN, 
shrugs, and goes in.
INT. SHACK
Light seeps in through the shutters, illuminating empty 
liquor bottles, toothed traps, and ammunition scattered over 
rough-hewn furniture and the floor. UPROARIOUS SNORING 
drifts over from a dark corner of the room.
CROW CLOSES THE DOOR GENTLY behind him, pauses and lets his 
eyes grow used to the dimness.
All sorts of animal trophies--boar, mountain goat, badger, 
buck, lynx, and wolf--line the walls, their glass eyes 
twinkling.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 61.
CROW'S dark-adjusted POV: in the far corner, a huge pile of 
fur rises and falls in synch with the SNORING.
CROW takes a step towards it, accidentally kicking an empty 
bottle. It RATTLES and he freezes. The SNORING continues 
uninterrupted.
CROW takes another step and draws his pistol. Another few 
steps. He reaches out, and slowly starts to pull the fur 
from the heap.
Within a fraction of a second, the muzzle of an ancient 
musket is in CROW's face. Past the gun we see that the pile 
of blankets has unfurled, exposing ALF, AN ENORMOUS, NUDE 
MOUNTAIN MAN.
With his eyes still closed, the man sniffs the air like a 
dog, rises onto an elbow, and keeps sniffing all the way up 
the barrel of his own gun until he comes nose to nose with a 
trembling CROW.
ALF
Been years since I smelled Belgian.
He opens his eyes and deftly whirls the musket, catching 
CROW in the gut with the butt. CROW GROANS and doubles over 
onto the pile of bedding. ALF catches CROW'S pistol and 
unloads it all at once.
ANGLE ON the man as he rises and pulls a wallet out of the 
police officer's back pocket. We watch him walk over to the 
shutters and open them, fully exposing himself. ALF is as 
much structure as man. A past handsomeness is covered in a 
patina of hair, scars and dirt from head to toe.
He flips the wallet open.
ALF
Cop? Don't train 'em like they used 
to.
He tosses the wallet onto the bed next to a STILL-GROANING 
CROW, then grabs a half-empty bottle of booze from a rickety 
stool and walks out the font door.
EXT. SHACK
CROW stumbles out the front door.
ANGLE ON ARJEN, who has a hand up to one side of his face.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 62.
CROW
Where'd he go?
ARJEN points in a general direction without looking. In the 
background, ALF is squatting in a field. He takes a swig 
from his bottle.
ALF
So who's the runt?
CROW looks away.
CROW
Uh... um a cadet. My trainee.
ALF winks at a blushing ARJEN while he wipes his ass with 
broad leaves.
ALF 
(to ARJEN)
Well, don't get your hopes up.
He finishes, stands, takes another swig, and then walks 
towards the pair.
ALF holds the bottle out to ARJEN: HIS PINKIE AND RING 
FINGER ARE MISSING.
ALF (CONT'D)
Drink?
ARJEN declines.
ALF (CONT'D)
How bout you? You look like you 
need one.
He shoves the bottle into CROW'S belly. The officer takes it 
and ALF walks past.
ALF (CONT'D)
Let's eat.
ANGLE ON CROW as he smells his hand and wrinkles his nose.
CROW
Sir... uh.. we came to talk 
business.
ANGLE ON ALF pulling a torn up pair of pants from a 
clothesline and putting them on.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 63.
ALF
You'll eat with me. Then we'll talk 
about why you're here.
He pulls a huge rusted cleaver from a stump and walks down 
towards the pasture below.
TERRACE - DAY
CLOSE ON fat, bloody cuts of meat slapped onto a plate.
ANGLE ON ALF as he serves them.
ALF
Just butchered.
ARJEN looks from his plate to a lamb munching on nettles 
just below the terrace. Then back at the plate.
ALF puts another portion in front of CROW, then himself. He
sits down and slathers his steak with mustard, which turns 
pink with blood.
ANGLE ON ARJEN, pale and staring.
ALF
So, you're here because a sneaky 
fox sent you.
CROW
(looking up from the bloody 
plate)
What?
A flock of sheep BLEAT from the slope below.
ALF
My little brother sent you here 
because he's in deep shit.
He takes a huge bloody bite. CROW looks away. ARJEN is in 
shock.
ARJEN 
Little broth--
CROW kicks him under the table.
CROW
Uh, well.... yes. We're here on 
behalf of the Crown Prince ORLY.
ALF's smile is pink.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 64.
ALF
Oh come on, you and I both know 
he's as princely as you...
Takes another gruesome bite.
ALF (CONT'D)
... or me.
CROW doesn't flinch.
CROW
The prince is prepared to offer you 
a generous sum for a consultation.
Another bloody bite. ARJEN pokes his meat with a fork.
ALF
Dumb and faithful. Looks like 
little Brother know how to pick a 
lackey, at least.
A vein bulges on CROWS forehead, but he breathes deeply.
ALF (CONT'D)
God, how rude of me.
He reaches under the the table for a beat-up cooler and 
pulls out three tallboys.
ALF (CONT'D)
Here you go. It's piss, but it's
the best the Swiss got.
He and CROW crack the beers open. ARJEN is still poking at 
the meat. CROW relaxes after a drink.
CROW
So are you interested?
In the distant background, a FLASH OF LIGHTNING draws 
attention to a bank of dark clouds across the valley. Below, 
the sheep BLEAT and gather around their young.
We see a fox creeping at the edge of the sheep pasture. Only
ALF notices.
ALF
Tell you what, Officer...
He pulls CROW'S clip out of his pocket.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 65.
ALF (CONT'D)
... you fix my problem and I'll 
think about fixing yours.
He slides the clip across the table to CROW. CROW catches 
it. ANGLE ON ALF nodding downhill.
CROW notices the fox. After a PAUSE, he suddenly chugs his 
beer and SLAMS it down. He unholsters his pistol, pushes the
clip in, takes aim, and SHOOTS.
Downhill, we see the shot SHATTER a piece of slate much 
closer to the sheep than the fox. Sheep CRY OUT and scatter. 
The fox saunters back into the undergrowth casually.
Back at the table, ALF ROARS WITH LAUGHTER.
ALF
Careful, Officer. Kill one of my 
flock and I might have to return 
the favor.
He winks at a terrified ARJEN, and stands, towering over the 
table. ARJEN shrinks. We follow ALF as he walks over to the 
hut, reaches in through the open window and pulls out the
enormous musket. At the table, CROW and ARJEN exchange
sideways glances.
ALF returns. ANGLE ON him leaning the enormous musket 
against the table. He sits down and pulls out a powderhorn.
CLOSE ON him rolling a charge with the claw.
ANGLE ON CROW wiping sweat from his brow. We see another web 
of lightning behind him. Then THUNDER ROLLS.
ALF (CONT'D)
You know, Officer, my brother and I 
haven't always seen eye to eye. I 
understand that.
The charge takes shape.
ALF (CONT'D)
(faking sadness)
But all these years up here and not 
so much as a Christmas card from 
him.
ANGLE ON a very nervous ARJEN and CROW.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 66.
ALF (CONT'D)
And then he sends you two, out of 
the blue, asking for favors?
ANGLE ON ALF loading the charge into the musket.
ALF (CONT'D)
Not very professional, don't you 
think?
CROW and ARJEN fidget in their seats.
CROW
Like I said, he's prepared to 
reward you very generously.
CROW pulls a small satchel out of his pocket and throws it 
onto the table. There is a JANGLE. CLOSE on gold coins 
spilling out.
ALF
(laughing)
ORLY was always one for drama.
ALF lights a cigarette and takes one of the coins between 
his teeth.
ALF (CONT'D)
I have a Visa card, you know. What 
the fuck am I supposed to do with 
this?
He spits the coin out onto the table and takes a drag from 
the cigarette. We see ARJEN looking at the drool covered 
coin.
CROW
That's worth 1.2 million Francs.
The storm RUMBLES closer. ALF gestures all around him.
ALF
And what do you think I need a 
million Francs for?
Below, we see that the fox has reappeared in the pasture 
below. So has ALF. It stalks the sheep.
CROW
Surely you have to buy something.
Ammunition maybe?
ALF is distracted, staring at the ground.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 67.
ALF
(elsewhere)
Surely...
ANGLE ON him as he leans down, grabs a rounded stone and 
holds it up to the dark sky, turning it in his claw. 
Satisfied, he drops it down the muzzle of his musket, lifts 
the gun to his shoulder and points it straight at ARJEN's 
face.
ARJEN SQUEAKS. CROW jumps to his feet but doesn't know what 
to do with himself.
ALF's cigarette is touched to the tip of the musket wick.
CROW
(alarmed)
Wait!
ALF suddenly realigns his shot. There's a BLAST and our view 
is obscured by smoke.
FOCUS ON the stone hurtling on a crazed path through the 
air.
Downhill, we see the fox EXPLODE. A BOLT OF LIGHTNING 
sculpts the clouds overhead.
Back at the table the smoke has cleared. ANGLE ON ARJEN, his 
face white as a sheet, hands clamped over his ears. CROW is 
still standing, frozen and useless.
ANGLE ON ALF shouldering the musket and rising from his 
seat. He sags under his own frame. We watch him 
grab ARJEN'S closed beer; he cracks it open and downs it at 
once.
ALF
Listen, you guys aren't going 
anywhere tonight.
A THUNDERCLAP punctuates his statement.
ALF (CONT'D)
I'll sleep on your offer and have 
an answer in the morning.
He's lost any sense of humor. He nods to a ramshackle stable 
built into the hillside under his shack.
ALF (CONT'D)
There's straw in there.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 68.
As he leaves, he kicks the cooler over. Beers roll out at 
CROW's feet
ALF (CONT'D)
What's left is yours.
ANGLE ON CROW picking a beer up and looking at his watch.
CROW
Sleep? You woke up 4 hours ago...
We watch ALF trudge up the steps to the front of the shack 
without turning.
ALF
(calling over his shoulder)
You should know by now, Officer, 
that the worst nightmares are in 
waking.
ANGLE ON the speechless pair at the table.
BIG RAINDROPS SPLASH BLOOD from the unfinished plates onto 
the gold coins and tablecloth.
CUT TO:
FOREST - EVENING
Little rainboots SPLASH through puddles.
The BOY and GIRL run with backpacks down a cobbled alley 
which borders the forest. It starts to rain more heavily.
The GIRL walks to the forest's edge and kicks over a 
decaying log. The boy watches curiously from a distance.
BOY
What are you doing?
She walks a few feet further and rolls another log.
GIRL
Looking for salamanders.
The boy scratches his head.
BOY
Salawhat?
She bends down and lifts up a cupped hand with a smile on 
her face.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 69.
CLOSE ON her hand opening to reveal a glistening salamander.
GIRL
Rain lizards.
BOY
Cooooooooooooool!
The BOY runs over to a big log lying in the shadows of a 
bush. FOCUS ON him winding up and kicking it as hard as he 
can--his foot sinks right into it and entrails pour out.
The BOY struggles, kicking furiously until he flips the log 
over and frees his foot. We see that it's the torso of an 
armless adolescent.
Over his shoulder, we see the GIRL'S terrified face.
INT. PRINCE'S CHAMBERS - NIGHT 
Rain BEATS against the window.
PRINCE ORLY comes INTO VIEW, pacing. The MAID follows, 
trying to brush his hair. He brushes her off and keeps 
pacing.
We see MARTIJN slide in through the door. He stands quietly 
at a distance.
ORLY
(agitated)
Have you heard from CROW, MARTIJN?
MARTIJN
No, Sir.
The pacing resumes, more furiously. MARTIJN doesn't move, 
but CLEARS HIS THROAT.
ORLY
What is it, MARTIJN?
MARTIJN
Sir, there's been another killing 
in the SONIAN. Just tonight.
ORLY sits on his throne and takes a deep breath. He lifts 
his flowing hair over the back of it, and the MAID begins to 
brush.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 70.
MARTIJN
What do you want me to do, Sir?
CROW's force can only cover up so 
much. This one was at the 
perimeter. Some kids found... it... 
while walking home from school.
ORLY drums his fingers on the arm of the throne. His foot is 
twitching.
ORLY
I want you to pray for us, MARTIJN.
CLOSE ON the MAID's brush catching a tangle. ORLY winces and 
turns his hands into fists, then relaxes.
Without warning:
ORLY
(screaming)
Where the fuck are they?!?!
In one motion he kicks over a table of make-up and colognes 
then wheels and punches the MAID in the face. She crumples.
We watch MARTIJN slip out of the chambers unnoticed.
WIDE SHOT of the broken bottles and furniture, a seething 
ORLY, and the fallen MAID. Her WHIMPERS ECHO as rain 
continues to HIT THE WINDOW.
CUT TO:
INT. STABLE
A curtain of rain comes down outside the open door.
Inside, piles of hay are lit by lantern. Wet sheep amble in 
and SHAKE themselves off, drenching ARJEN and CROW. ANGLE ON 
CROW as he SWEARS, SHOOS them away, and takes a swig of 
beer.
ALF's SNORES drift down from above. CROW finishes his beer, 
BURPS, and tosses it onto a pile of empties. He opens 
another and drunkenly kicks at another passing sheep.
CROW
(slurring)
Some mission, huh.
ANGLE ON ARJEN scribbling in a notebook. It's clear he isn't 
listening. CROW giggles and squirts beer between his teeth 
at ARJEN.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 71.
CROW (CONT'D)
When are you going to get it 
through your head that nobody gives 
a shit about your stories? You 
could be doing something productive 
with your time. Making money.
Finding a new girl...
He pats a passing sheep's ass lovingly.
CROW (CONT'D)
Toughening your liver...
He takes another drink.
CROW (CONT'D)
Hell, anything.
ARJEN is unfazed and keeps writing.
ARJEN
You never know what will be 
important. I get the feeling this 
guy has something to do with the 
SONIAN killings.
ANGLE ON CROW as he bursts out LAUGHING.
CROW
You think? God, we'll make a 
detective out of you yet!
ARJEN
(annoyed)
What's that supposed to mean?
CROW
It means you don't know the first 
fucking thing about whats going on 
right under you nose.
ARJEN
(curious)
So I'm right?
CROW takes a long drink.
CROW
You just spent an evening with the 
rightful heir to the Belgian 
throne.
ARJEN goes white and stops writing. He slowly points his pen 
up in the direction of the snores.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 72.
CROW nods drunkenly and GIGGLES. Back to ARJEN as he starts 
to scribble even faster.
CROW stumbles to his feet, rips the notebook out of ARJEN's 
hand, and throws it out the open door into the night.
ARJEN 
What the fuck!
CROW
If we're going to talk, we're going 
to talk like men. Stop being a 
pussy.
He slumps back down.
CROW (CONT'D)
Nobody would believe you anyway.
ARJEN
Why not?
CROW
Because you're a kid. You're 
nothing. If mountain man up there 
couldn't change his situation with 
royal clout, what the fuck are you 
supposed to do?
ARJEN 
Tell the truth.
CROW
(scoffing)
The truth? People don't want the 
truth--they want to trust.
He takes another drink.
CROW (CONT'D)
The truth would shake the very 
foundations of the country.
ARJEN 
You're a cynic.
CROW
(snapping)
You're naive!
ARJEN 
Then enlighten me.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 73.
We watch CROW hesitate a long while, swaying. RAIN IS 
POURING down outside.
CROW
How many sons does your king have?
ARJEN
(confused)
One.... ORLY.
CROW
He has 3.
ARJEN 
You're drunk.
A sheep comes up to CROW. He pets it, staring into the straw 
as if entering a trance.
CROW
The oldest and youngest were by his 
very young queen. Too young for the 
job. Poor thing didn't know what 
she was getting herself into...
BEGIN FLASHBACK:
INT. CATHEDRAL - DAY
Royal standards line the aisles. Everyone in attendance is 
courtly. ORGAN MUSIC fills the epic space.
ANGLE ON a priest standing before the king (regal, but 
showing signs of age) and his very young and nervous bride.
CROW (V.O.)
The middle son, however, was by the 
woman the king loved. A 
chambermaid. Polish girl.
REVERSE ANGLE on the crowd. A chambermaid glares over 
shoulders at the proceedings.
We watch the king cast her a sidelong glance.
NURSERY
A gold mobile hangs above a crib.
Below it, the king dotes over the child wrapped in furs and 
velvet.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 74.
CROW (V.O.)
You know the saying 'Love begets 
love'? The king treated the bastard 
better than his own.
Behind the king, we can see the young queen spying through a 
crack in the door.
CROW (V.O.)
And the queen? Well she was young, 
not dumb.
PAUSE FLASHBACK.
BEDROOM - NIGHT
ELISE lies wide awake in the dark, staring at the clock past 
the empty space in the bed next to her.
RESUME FLASHBACK:
ROYAL CHAMBERS - NIGHT
We look over the king's shoulder as he looks out his window 
at a black car pulling away from the palaceand into the 
rainy night.
CROW (V.O.)
She had the chambermaid deported 
back to Warsaw.
ANglE ON the king as he trudges to his throne, slumps down, 
and puts his crowned head in his hands.
CROW (V.O.)
Fearing a scandal, the king could 
do nothing, but hated his wife from 
then on...
EXT. COURTYARD - DAY
The king walks through the gardens with his arm around a 
young ORLY, pointing out plants and insects
CROW (V.O.)
He showered his bastard with love 
and waited to be able to give the 
child the ultimate gift...
Behind them, we see the queen following at a distance, 
neglected with her sons.
75.
PAUSE FLASHBACK.
INT. STABLE - NIGHT
ARJEN is spellbound. A sheep chews over his shoulder. He 
pushes it away.
CROW burps and tosses his empty and cracks open another.
CROW
Now all this time, the oldest son 
was being groomed for kingship by 
the court.
RESUME FLASHBACK:
INT. STUDY - EVENING
A younger ALF studies with a younger MARTIJN.
CROW (V.O.)
He was wise for a kid, fair, and a 
fantastic older brother to the 
youngest son.
ANGLE ON a TODDLER of four years old as he draws on the 
floor. He wears a diaper and MUMBLES and drools while moving 
the pencil crudely with a clenched fist. The drawing is 
indecipherable.
CLOSE ON the PENCIL LEAD BREAKING.
The TODDLER flies into a tantrum. Young ALF leaves his 
studies, picks up the giant toddler and rocks it.
MARTIJN smiles and leaves the room.
CROW (V.O.)
One evening he was rocking his 
brother, trying to get him to 
sleep. The baby took two of his 
fingers as if to nurse.
The TODDLER suckles on ALF's pinkie and ring fingers. We 
watch the young king-to-be's smile suddenly turn to an 
expression of anguish.
CROW (V.O.)
The baby had teeth...
Panicked, ALF braces his free hand against the TODDLER'S 
head and tries to pull his fingers free.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 76.
CROW (V.O.)
And when ALF pulled away, he bit 
harder...
ANGLE ON the TODDLER gurgling through pink spit. ALF lays 
him on the floor and tries to pull his hand free again, but 
to no avail.
Visibly in pain, ALF suddenly strikes his brother with his 
free hand.
PAUSE FLASHBACK.
STABLE
CROW shakes his head. ARJEN is on the edge of tears.
CROW
He was just trying to break the 
grip. But he broke something else 
instead.
LIVING ROOM - DAWN
Pale light comes in through the curtains.
ELISE eats cereal alone at the beer-bottle-covered table. 
RESUME FLASHBACK:
STUDY
There is WAILING from somewhere else in the house. ALF 
huddles in a corner, hyperventilating and staring first at 
his bloody claw, then over at his bloody fist.
CROW (V.O.)
He broke the thing that makes us 
human, and what was left of his 
brother took his fingers clean off.
KING'S CHAMBERS
The furious king sits in his throne, with ORLY on his lap.
He is flanked on either side by a police officer--one, a 
younger (but still chubby) CROW, looks over at a STERN COP 
who doesn't budge. It's ARJEN's dad.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 77.
The queen is on her knees in front of the throne, crying 
with her arms wrapped around ALF.
CROW (V.O.)
Well the rest is history. You can 
imagine a bitter king, finally 
given the chance to promote his 
protege. He sent ALF into exile...
EXT. SWISS ALPS - MORNING
Laden with a big backpack, young ALF looks at a snow-capped 
summit breaking through the mist ahead.
Next to him stands ARJEN'S DAD, at attention and staring 
into the distance. ALF looks up at him, but gets no 
recognition.
CROW (V.O.)
Can you imagine? The mountains...
at fifteen years old?
INT. QUEEN'S CHAMBERS - NIGHT
ANGLE ON the crying queen as she swaddles the gurgling 
TODDLER in scarves and lays him on her bed.
CROW (V.O.)
The queen was left with a 
handicapped son and an impossible 
decision...
She pulls a bag out from under the bed and then moves about 
the room, collecting items.
PAUSE FLASHBACK.
BATHROOM - DAWN
ELISE puts on makeup in the mirror. She looks great, but 
dejected.
RESUME FLASHBACK:
78.
KING'S CHAMBERS - NIGHT
ORLY, still sitting on the king's lap, stands and pulls the 
crown off his father's head with delight.
CROW (V.O.)
Reveal the imposter and have her 
son committed...
QUEEN'S CHAMBERS
The queen finishes packing, looks around the room, then 
picks up the bag and her son and walks out the door.
CROW (V.O.)
Or withdraw quickly with her heir 
and a substantial bribe.
END FLASHBACK.
STABLE
CROW takes a drink and BURPS.
CROW
If you had kids of your own, you'd 
know which she picked.
He downs the rest of the beer, HICCOUGHS.
CROW
That's it.
ARJEN points a shaking finger up at the ceiling SNORES.
ARJEN 
And that's ALF?
CROW
11 years later.
ARJEN 
And ORLY is--
CROW
One lucky mutt.
ARJEN 
I don't believe you.
CROW checks empty cans.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 79.
CROW
Good.
ARJEN
Why would you tell me this?
CROW
I'm drunk.
ARJEN thinks for a minute.
ARJEN
And how do you know any of this, 
anyway?
CROW
Your dad.
ARJEN
(angry)
Shut up.
CROW
Don't blame a man for earning a 
little extra for his family.
ARJEN
You don't have to work coverups for 
a king to make a living.
CROW gives up on the beer search.
CROW
No, but it really helps.
ARJEN seems disgusted.
ARJEN
And so the queen and baby were just 
made to disappear? Like ALF?
CROW
For the most part. But after a 
betrayal like that?
We watch CROW gather hay into a sort of mat.
CROW (CONT'D)
No mother could forget that. She 
likes to remind us of it, too.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 80.
ARJEN 
Remind who?
CROW shrugs.
CROW
You've met her.
ARJEN's face clouds. He's deep in thought. CROW yawns and 
lies down on his makeshift bed.
CUT TO:
The BEAUTY's portrait from the palace hallways FLASHES in 
ARJEN's mind.
ARJEN
(hyped)
The woman with the wolf?
CROW turns away from him.
CROW
The last wolf died a long, long 
time ago...
INT. GUTTER - DAWN
The sound of WATER DRIPPING.
There is total blackness except for faint, early morning 
light coming through an arched opening. The concrete channel 
flows out of it and away from us. Downstream, we can see a 
glimpse of the pond.
Suddenly, the silhouette of a wolf drops from above and 
fills the opening. Its reflective eyes grow as it crawls 
inside and SPLASHES towards us with a pair of human arms in 
its jaws.
CUT TO:
A blade throwing sparks as it is STRUCK against flint. The 
wick of an oil lantern illuminates the gutter. The camera 
pans over the scene:
The walls and ceilings are covered in crude etchings of 
wolves attacking humans. Algae clings to everything.
Small bones litter a series of uneven rock surfaces.
Jars full of pickled fingers line shelves carved directly 
into the gutter walls.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 81.
Water DRIPS from everywhere.
A hulking figure stands in the middle of it all, toying with 
the valves of the lantern. The light grows brighter and we 
finally see the wolf for what it is:
The man is at least 2 meters tall and wears a wobbling pelt 
of disembodied, human fingers sewn directly to his skin.
The mane is thick--made of thumbs--and grows out from under 
a muzzled mask of leather and beech bark. Nails, screws, 
bits of sheet metal and glass jut down from the upper jaw.
The figure reaches up to hang the lantern. His pelt thins to 
pinkies and they sway from his arm like a curtain.
Hidden in the fingers, the blade of a meat cleaver is bound 
to the forearm with bailing wire.
Higher still, the man's hands are splinted with wire and an 
assortment of broken knives, scalpels, and blades of 
flintrock.
Having hung the lantern, the man walks over to a stone table 
and lets the human arms drop onto it with a SLAPPING SOUND.
With a sudden downward strike of his meat cleaver elbow, he 
severs all the fingers against the tabletop with a CLANG and 
a shower of sparks.
ANGLE ON the WOLFMAN as he removes his mask, tossing it onto 
the table next to the arms. His face looks abnormally young 
and blank; both his skin and eyes are a pale blue from cave 
living.
We watch him go over to the shelves. He returns with a 
half-full jar of fingers. He crouches like a gargoyle on a 
stone and opens the jar with relish.
The WOLFMAN picks up a freshly-severed finger from the 
table. He inspects it by the lantern light.
He drops it into the jar and picks another one up. He turns 
his nose up at this one and tosses it aside. He picks up a 
third, approves, and drops it into the jar.
The WOLFMAN sweeps the rest of the fingers off the table, 
then returns the jar to the wall, returning with 
another--this one is full.
We watch him resume his position on the stone. FOCUS ON him 
reaching into a small satchel hanging from his neck: from it 
he removes a surgical awl and a long length of thin wire.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 82.
ANGLE ON him as he inspects the pelt on his chest: one of 
the fingers is rotting and black. The man picks it off and 
tosses it aside.
He opens the full jar and pulls a finger out. He fits it 
into the gap in the felt and taking the awl, begins to sew.
The man GIGGLES as he sews by lamplight, exposing white 
teeth filed to long points.
CUT TO:
INT. AUDITORIUM - MORNING
ELISE
Any other questions?
ELISE stands at a podium in front of a panel of three stuffy 
professors. She's well-dressed, beautiful.
REVERSE ANGLE on a few students and professors sitting in 
the seats of the auditorium.
ELISE searches the seats anxiously.
The library security guard--dressed awkwardly well--gives 
her thumbs up from his seat.
One of the stuffy professors scribbles something, picks up a 
stack of papers, and straightens it against the table top.
STUFFY PROFESSOR 
Mademoiselle O'Connor, at this 
juncture we're going to ask you and 
the audience to leave us in privacy 
to confer...
CUT TO:
HALLWAY
ELISE looks at her watch and then down the hallway as she 
pretends to listen to a graduate student in philosophy as he 
DRONES ON.
The students and professors from the seats mill around, 
making SMALL TALK and raiding cheese platters.
The auditorium door opens and the STUFFY PROFESSOR from 
before walks out, followed by the other two.
He extends his hand.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 83.
STUFFY PROFESSOR 
Congratulations, Doctor O'Connor.
The SOUND OF MEAGER APPLAUSE dissipates. People pat ELISE on 
the back and offer their hands. She stares past all of them 
down the hallway to the entrance of the building.
CUT TO:
STABLE
THE SOUND OF DISTANT COWBELLS. ARJEN stirs in the hay.
ANGLE on a sheep licking his face awake.
ALF 
I'll do it.
ARJEN sits up groggily.
REVERSE ANGLE ON ALF's naked figure standing in the backlit 
doorway. He holds a tallboy in one hand and the satchel of 
coins in the claw.
ALF (CONT'D)
But not for money.
He tosses the purse across the room, hitting CROW in the 
head. Coins fly everywhere. The cop sits upright, sways, 
pukes off to the side, sways.
CROW
Then what do you want?
He pukes again. ARJEN shakes his head.
ALF
I want to see my family...
FOCUS ON him flexing his claw. He finishes the beer and 
drops the can, turning away.
ALF (CONT'D)
(over his shoulder)
... and all the Belgian beer I can 
drink.
CROW puts his head in one hand, fishing his keys out with 
the other. He hands them over to ARJEN.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 84.
CROW
You're driving.
CUT TO:
INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
We watch as the trio barges through the door--first comes 
ARJEN, struggling under the burden of cases of WOLF-9 beer.
ALF comes next. With a backpack and the musket strapped to 
his back, he carries twice as much beer as ARJEN under his 
arms with no effort.
CROW is last, in sunglasses, disheveled, and holding a six 
pack.
ARJEN carefully starts to unload beers onto the table but 
ALF simply lets his load fall with a SLAM. CROW winces.
ALF looks around.
ALF 
Nice place.
He cracks open a bottle with his teeth, sits at the 
dining table, and puts his feet up. ARJEN keeps unloading 
and CROW PATS him on the back.
CROW
Glad you're settled. See you in the 
morning.
He makes to leave and ARJEN wheels in a panic, spilling his 
case.
ARJEN
What?!
A bottle rolls off the table. ALF deftly reaches down, 
catches it in midair, opens it, and drinks.
ANGLE ON ARJEN catching up to CROW on the way out the door.
ARJEN
You're leaving me with him? I 
thought he was staying with you...
CROW
I have a wife and four kids. What 
do you have?
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 85.
ARJEN
I have work in the morning.
CROW waves him off, leaving with his 6-pack.
ARJEN
(yelling after him)
Hey, I have work in the morning!
A RESOUNDING BURP sounds from within the apartment.
ELISE (O.C.)
(from inside)
ARJEN? Is that you?
We see CROW retreating into the night.
CROW
(calling back from outside)
If he's as good as they say, this 
will be the only night you have to 
put up with it.
ANGLE ON ARJEN as he SIGHS and closes the door, turning to 
ALF. He shakes his head at the growing pile of empties and 
the bottle held out to him.
At that moment ELISE comes in from the hallway, disheveled 
and with a mascara-stained face.
ANGLE ON ALF as he tips his imaginary hat to her and extends 
the beer that ARJEN refused.
She looks at the two of them, turns around, and disappears 
into the dark hallway without saying a word. The bedroom 
door is SHUT TOO FIRMLY.
At the table ALF shrugs and drinks.
ARJEN walks over to his ratty couch and falls into it. He 
covers his face with an arm.
CUT TO:
PRINCE'S CHAMBERS
ORLY sits in the exact same position as ARJEN, but on his 
throne.
The view WIDENS and we see that the chambers have been torn 
to pieces: valuable vases lie broken, paintings are ajar on 
the wall.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 86.
MARTIJN slips in and closes the door with a CLICK. ORLY 
doesn't move. The page CLEARS HIS THROAT. Nothing.
MARTIJN looks around nervously before tip-toeing up to the 
throne. He waits a second, then reaches out and touches the 
prince's sleeve.
ORLY snaps awake, wild-eyed, clenching MARTIJN's wrist.
MARTIJN
(terrified)
They made it. I just got a call 
from CROW.
ORLY calms, closes his eyes again
MARTIJN (CONT'D)
They'll be here first thing in the 
morning.
ORLY drifts back into his evil sleep. The moon is full 
outside of the window.
FOREST
The WOLF emerges from its gutter den into the moonlight.
It jumps out of the shallows onto the bridge and shakes its 
heavy mane--a couple of fingers fly off.
CLOSE ON a rotted thumb rolling to a stop in front of a
hedgehog: the rodent curls into a ball.
Back to the WOLF. It SNIFFS the air, then, with a SNARL,
tears across the bridge and down WOLVENDAEL.
We watch from above as the wolf runs through the trees. 
Boars and deer scatter before it like a parting sea.
The WOLF's POV as the forest opening into the dark 
neighborhood.
ANGLE on the WOLF as it jumps and clears the caution 
tape--the ribbon shudders in the wind--and lands on the 
street with sparks and the CLICK of its scrap metal claws. 
It lowers its nose to the street. ANGLE ON a cat watching 
from a high window. The WOLF continues down the boulevard, 
and the sound of CLICKING nails grows.
CUT TO:
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 87.
The WOLF stops outside of ARJEN's apartment building, smells 
the ground, then slinks up the path to ARJEN's bay windows 
--the CLICKING grows--where we watch the animal seamlessly 
rise onto its hind legs.
CUT TO:
LIVING ROOM
ARJEN shoots upright on the couch, sweating and GASPING for 
air.
The ceiling fan spins, the clippings RUSTLE.
ANGLE ON ALF CLICKING a bottle cap on the table.
ALF
Bad dream?
ARJEN nods, gets up, and joins ALF at the table.
ARJEN
How did I get myself into this?
ALF
(chuckling)
Nothing uglier than a family at 
war.
ARJEN
I wouldn't know.
ALF shrugs.
ALF
You're lucky. Same thing's been 
going on since Charlemagne.
He spins the bottle cap on the table top. ARJEN makes to 
speak, hesitates, then:
ARJEN
Are you really here to kill your 
brother?
ALF is FOCUSED ON the spinning cap.
ALF
My brother died when he was a baby.
His claw trembles.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 88.
ALF (CONT'D)
I'm just here to say goodbye.
CLOSE ON the bottle cap settling upright: the logo depicts 
the silhouette of a wolf.
ARJEN
I--I want to show you something.
ALF's eyes are drooping.
ALF
Mhm.
We watch ARJEN go over to the coffee table where he rifles 
through papers, pulling out a stack of the blurry printouts.
He turns back to us: ALF is fast asleep in the chair. 
Smiling, ARJEN joins him at the table.
He spins the bottle cap and watches it for a few seconds.
He suddenly flips the stack of printouts over and starts 
scribbling furiously.
A time-lapsed shot in which pages get filled, shadows move, 
and the bottle cap spins and spins and spins.
CLOSE ON the cap falling upright again with a CLICK. ARJEN
looks up groggily: it's daylight out and ALF continues to 
SNORE in his chair.
A SUDDEN RAPPING at the door startles ARJEN and jars ALF
awake.
The door opens: CROW walks in wearing an extra-nice uniform 
and with more composure than we have ever seen from him. In 
his hand is a coat hanger and a ridiculous, frilly, velvety 
suit. We watch him strut over with purpose and hand the suit 
to a YAWNING ALF.
CROW
Wake up!
ALF
(inspecting the suit)
What the fuck is that?
CROW
You can't see ORLY looking like 
that.
ALF looks down at his tattered, dirt-smudged clothing.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 89.
ALF
Right.
He takes the suit.
ANGLE ON ARJEN. He looks at his watch and gathers his 
papers.
ARJEN
I've got a train to catch.
CROW tries to grab the papers from him.
CROW
Whatcha got there?
ARJEN tears them away fiercely.
ARJEN
Stay away!
CROW
Whoa, cool it. Easy.
ARJEN gathers his coat and runs out the door.
CROW (CONT'D)
(mosty to himself)
What's gotten into him?
Over CROW's shoulder, a half-nude ALF--crazed hair and 
frills sticking out everywhere, like some deranged monster 
clown--shrugs.
ALF
This look ok?
PRINCE'S CHAMBERS - LATER
ORLY stands impatiently in the middle of the room, 
dressed in splendor and flanked on either side by the MAID 
and MARTIJN.
Light streams in through curtains. There are no signs of the 
previous night's disarray.
Across the room, double doors are opened by two cops. In the 
hallway past the door, we can see ALF being patted down by 
two more cops.
His musket is already on a table.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 90.
ANGLE on CROW. He stands off to the side, shaking his head 
as a pistol, three knives, shells, rocks, a sling, darts, 
and a bag of powder somehow pulled from ALF's person.
ALF shrugs. Back in the room ORLY waits, becoming visibly 
annoyed.
OFFICER 
(to CROW)
We're clear.
CROW
(under his breath)
For fuck's sake.
CROW straighten's ALF's outfit as much as possible and leads 
him into the chambers.
ORLY
My dear brother!
He approaches the two with open arms and a fake smile. ALF 
walks right past him, looking around.
ALF
Nice place. Who's your decorator?
ORLY
Uh...Um...
He looks to MARTIJN and CROW, who just shrug.
ORLY
It's been a long time, Brother.
Please, have a seat.
ORLY pulls a chair out from a table set with beautiful hors 
d'ouevres and champagne flutes.
ALF
It has.
He is still ignoring ORLY, now staring up at a Flemish 
masterwork full of buxom blondes and cherubs.
ALF (CONT'D)
You've collected a lot of porn in 
the meantime.
ALF turns and winks at the MAID. She GIGGLES. ORLY is red 
faced.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 91.
ORLY
It's a Vermeer.
ALF has moved on to the vanity, poking at bottles of 
perfume. He picks one up and sprays it into the air, smells 
the cloud, and wrinkles his nose. He suddenly unscrews the 
cap, takes a swig, and swishes it around in his mouth. He 
swallows and grimaces.
ALF
Got anything to drink?
ORLY is seething behind him.
ORLY 
Of course...
He pulls the chair farther out.
ORLY (CONT'D)
If you'll just sit.
ALF saunters over and sits. ORLY glides to the other end of 
the table where MARTIJN seats him. MARTIJN stands at 
attention. CROW is by the door. The MAID pours champagne.
ANGLE ON ORLY.
ORLY (CONT'D)
(theatrically)
So good to see you, ADOLF.
ALF isn't listening.
ALF
I meant beer.
ORLY reddens. He is not used to being ignored.
ORLY
Of course.
He gestures to the MAID who nods and leaves the room.
ORLY (CONT'D)
(gesturing at the spread)
Please, eat!
ALF picks up a delicate little morsel, smells it, then lets 
it fall back onto the plate. CROW winces. ORLY pretends to 
ignore it.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 92.
ORLY (CONT'D)
So, how have you been keeping 
yourself busy?
ALF SIGHS, bored. He stares directly at ORLY in silence.
ORLY becomes visibly uncomfortable, shifting in his seat.
The MAID enters with a platter, giving ORLY an excuse to 
exit the staring contest..
ORLY
(relieved)
Ah! There you are.
She walks over and pours Chimay into a chalice, then takes 
the platter.
ALF stares at the beer for a second, then picks up the 
chalice and starts pouring the contents back into the 
bottle, spilling everywhere.
ALF
How's Dad?
ORLY 
(taken aback)
D-Dad? He... passed. 2 nights ago.
I thought you knew.
ALF has finished pouring; his bottle is only half full and 
he downs it in one gulp, AAAAAAAHHHHHGING with exaggerated 
satisfaction.
ALF
I did.
He winks at the MAID again, pointing to the empty bottle.
She GIGGLES and scurries out.
ALF puts his hands on the table and stares at ORLY.
ALF (CONT'D)
And how's Mom?
ORLY turns a deeper red. The half-brothers enter another 
staring contest. ORLY can't stand it. We watch him break eye 
contact. He gets up and walks over to the window.
ORLY
(staring out the window)
Adolf, I invited you here because I 
understand that you've developed a 
special set of skills in those 
mountains of yours.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 93.
ANGLE ON ALF, who ignores him while poking at other hors 
d'ouevres.
ORLY
(impatiently)
Is there any way we can make this 
more pleasant?
The MAID returns with just a bottle this time.
ALF
You just did. Now cut the bullshit.
What do you want?
ORLY walks back towards the table as ALF drinks.
ORLY
The reason I invited you here-- 
ALF SLAMS his empty down.
ALF
I read the papers.
He leans back in his chair and reaches into his ridiculous 
suit. He pulls something out in his huge hand and places it 
between fine china on the table with a KNOCK.
He looks at ORLY and then with a flick of his wrist he 
withdraws his hand. CLOSE ON a hand grenade spinning on the 
table.
ANGLE on the MAID. She SQUEALS.
CROW
What the fuck?!
He throws a death stare at the shocked guard who searched 
ALF. We see MARTIJN slink away to hide behind the vanity.
Across the table, ORLY is frozen solid.
ALF
You invited me here because you 
have a delicate situation.
ORLY
(trying to act calm)
You'll be generously rewarded.
ALF
(amused)
I heard.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 94.
The grenade spins. Nobody moves.
ALF suddenly bursts out LAUGHING, lets his chair fall 
forward, and swipes the grenade off the table.
ALF (CONT'D)
I would love to tear this whole 
place down, you little bastard. But 
I have sheep to get back to.
He stands up and walks towards the double doors.
ALF (CONT'D)
(over his shoulder)
If there is anything in those woods 
of yours, you'll have its head by 
morning.
As the guards open the doors, ALF stops and whispers to 
CROW.
ALF (CONT'D)
We're gonna need the bait, in case.
ALF walks on, escorted by the cops, and the doors close 
behind him.
ORLY and CROW and the MAID relax. MARTIJN peeks out from 
behind the vanity. A second later there is a KNOCK on the 
doors.
CROW's hand goes to his holster. ORLY tenses. MARTlJN's head 
disappears. ANGLE ON the door as ALF's head pokes in.
ALF (CONT'D)
(to the MAID)
Psssssst! Wanna show me where you 
keep the beer?
She nods furiously and scurries out after him.
MARTIJN comes out from behind the vanity and composes 
himself at ORLY's side.
ORLY
(shaken)
MARTIJN, take the car and get down 
to see RUUD now.
MARTIJN prepares to leave.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 95.
ORLY (CONT'D)
And CROW? I want snipers on that 
madman at all times. Don't let him 
out of your sight.
EXT. DOWNTOWN BRUSSELS - DAY
ARJEN steps out of the tram into a sea of businessmen, 
beggars, fry and waffle vendors, Moroccans, and loitering 
teens.
He's jostled by the masses.
ANGLE ON him as he clutches his papers to his chest and 
stares up at the hulking Het Nieuws building.
INT. WAITING ROOM
ARJEN sits on the edge of his seat, his foot tapping. The 
bored SECRETARY does her makeup.
Through the blinds of RUUD's office, we can see MARTIJN
shaking hands with RUUD.
MARTIJN leaves the office and walks past. ARJEN turns his
eyes down to his papers, pretending to be busy. Without
looking up from her make-upping, the SECRETARY speaks:
SECRETARY 
Mr. RUUD will see you now.
OFFICE
RUUD throws ARJEN's papers onto the desk.
RUUD
It's good. Really good.
ARJEN
Really?
RUUD
You took what I said to heart, Kid. 
Blood, sex, intrigue...
ARJEN beams.
RUUD (CONT'D)
But I can't run it.
ARJEN deflates.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 96.
ARJEN
What do you mean? Is it too much?
It's all true, I swear, I have an 
inside--
RUUD
The case is closed, Kid. Old news.
ARJEN 
How is that possi--
RUUD shrugs and gets ready to light a cigar.
RUUD
They found him.
ARJEN
Him?
RUUD
The second killer. You're not the 
only one with sources.
ARJEN is tearing up.
ARJEN
But how--
RUUD
Apparently some crazed mountain man 
has been living in the woods. Hunts 
human by musket.
He LAUGHS. ARJEN's face darkens.
RUUD (CONT'D)
Not quite as good as wolf, but 
it'll have to do.
ANGLE ON RUUD puffing smoke and pushing the papers over to 
ARJEN.
RUUD (CONT'D)
Cops are closing in on him as we 
speak.
ARJEN is in shock.
ARJEN
No no no no no no no no...
He gathers the papers clumsily.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 97.
RUUD
Look, Kid. Don't take it so hard.
The work is good. I can give you a 
recommen--
ARJEN
NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO!
He runs out of the office in a flurry of papers. RUUD shrugs 
again and blows a huge smoke ring.
His POV through the blinds as the SECRETARY applies make-up.
RUUD gives her a suggestive look. She flips him off and 
resumes applying make-up.
EXT. STREET
With the musket slung over his shoulder, ALF stares past 
cautionary tape into the black mouth of the forest. A squad 
of nervous cops hide behind him.
ANGLE ON ALF as he loads a charge into the barrel, then 
lights a cigarette.
ALF
(over his shoulder)
Ready, ladies?
The cops look at one another in fear. They watch ALF step 
over the tape and into the gloom.
INT. PRINCE'S CHAMBERS
The table that was laden with champagne and hors d'ouevres 
is now covered with a tattered map of the SONIAN FOREST. 
Little figurines are arranged across it. Two of them are 
distinct in color and surrounded by the others.
ORLY walks in circles around the map.
There is a quiet KNOCK on the door and MARTIJN slips in. He 
nods in response to ORLY's questioning look.
ANGLE ON ORLY. He kneels, bringing his face level with the 
table. He purses his lips and blows a kiss--then, with a 
quick jet of air, he blows the two central figurines over.
98.
EXT. FOREST - EVENING
We watch ALF stalk through the trees, as seen through the 
reticule of a scope.
ANGLE ON a sniper lying in leaf litter with a high-powered 
rifle. There is a RUSTLING behing him. His POV as he turns: 
Nothing.
He returns to his gun and struggles to find ALF in the scope 
again.
The RUSTLING resumes, closer now. The sniper turns again. 
Nothing.
He returns to his scope and is met with a GIANT, TERRIBLE 
EYE. The WOLF knocks the barrel of the gun to the side. With 
its mane of fingers wriggling, it rises onto two feet and 
looms over the shaking cop.
ELSEWHERE IN THE FOREST
ALF kneels to inspect some disturbed leaf litter. He picks 
up a severed finger. Mist is beginning to thicken around 
him. It's growing dim.
A SCREAM pierces the silence. ALF stands and scans the 
forest.
REVERSE ANGLE: on a far ridge, the silhouette of the WOLF 
tearing at a human body.
ALF
Hey!
The WOLF stops and turns, its eyes reflecting forest light, 
the cop's throat still in its mouth.
ALF (CONT'D)
(under his breath)
Good to see you.
ANGLE ON him lifting the musket to his cheek.
POV through his sights: the WOLF HUFFS, and tears off across 
the ridge, juking through trees with the corpse dangling 
from its jaws.
ALF tracks it while lifting a lit cigarette to the wick with 
his lips.
(CONTINUED)
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CLOSE ON the wick lighting. ALF keeps tracking the WOLF 
through flying sparks. ANGLE ON ALF. There's a sudden BLAST 
and the gun belches smoke, almost knocking him backwards off 
of his feet.
Up on the ridge, a tree trunk SHATTERS directly in front of 
the fleeing WOLF, but manages to stay standing. The animal 
stops dead in its tracks.
ALF
Fuck.
The smoke around ALF clears and we can see the wolf rear up 
on two legs in the distance, its mane of fingers wriggling. 
With ease it palms the cops head and lifts him into the air. 
It rips one of the arms off with its jaws, then--bearing the 
man's weight one-handed--smashes him through the weakened 
tree.
The tree falls, SHAKING THE ENTIRE FOREST. Parrots SQUAWK 
and scatter in the dark canopy.
The wolf HOWLS WETLY around the severed arm then runs on all 
fours down the backside of the ridge and disappears.
ANGLE ON ALF as he shoulders the musket. Another young cop 
runs up behind him.
CADET 
(out of breath)
What happened?!
ALF
Bait it is...
INT. TRAM
Passengers sweat and grab at gum-studded handrails. The BUM 
from before has a tallboy in hand and admires the behind of 
a young woman standing in front of him.
Outside, traffic barely moves. HORNS blare. FRENCH and 
FLEMISH CURSES are muffled by the windows.
CLOSE ON a hand beating frantically against the tram doors. 
They open and there stands ARJEN with bloodshot eyes.
ANGLE ON the BUM. He SQUEAKS, jumps up, and heads to the 
back of the car. ARJEN replaces him and tries to catch his 
breath.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 100.
Traffic starts to move outside. The train CREAKS, passengers 
sway. A few seconds later a sweaty businessman RINGS THE 
BELL for the next stop. ARJEN puts his head in his hands.
The doors open and people come and go. ARJEN doesn't notice 
as the BEAUTY--no, the QUEEN--walks fresh between the sweaty 
forms and sits across from ARJEN.
We watch her pull a copy of "White Fang" from her bag and 
begin to read. The tram resumes its voyage and hits a rail 
bump, jarring ARJEN out of his miserable pose.
He sees her.
ARJEN 
(in a hoarse whisper)
You...
Nobody notices.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
(a bit louder)
You!
Those sitting next to ARJEN cast sidelong glances. The woman 
flips a page and keeps reading.
ARJEN begins to get hysterical.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
YOU!
INTERCOM 
Terminus approaching.
ARJEN 
You!!! You!!!
Passengers grow uncomfortable. The QUEEN peers calmly at 
ARJEN over her book. The tram comes to a stop and the doors 
open.She packs her things swiftly and slips out of the doors 
ahead of the crowd.
ARJEN drops all his papers and jumps up, struggling to push 
his way through a wall of bodies.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
Hey, you, wait!
ANGLE ON him as he finally makes it through the doors and 
runs right into CROW and two waiting officers.
(CONTINUED)
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CROW
Whoa.
ARJEN
(frantically)
I just saw her!
He tries to push past but CROW grabs him.
CROW
Who?
ARJEN
The QUEEN!
CROW
I don't know what you're talking 
about.
He gives a look to the two other cops who help to restrain 
ARJEN.
ARJEN
(fighting)
You! You!
He points past CROW and the cops to a figure walking up the 
street towards the forest.
ARJEN 
I know who you are!
The figure continues up the street.
CROW
Cool it. Cool it. You're coming 
with us.
ARJEN struggles, SCREAMING as they escort him to a nearby 
squad car. He fights them as they try to push him into the 
back seat. CROW looks around, then covertly punches the kid 
in the gut. ARJEN passes out and slumps into the seat.
CROW SLAMS the door and jumps into the driver's seat as the 
deputies pile in. He lights the FLASHERS without the siren 
and we watch the squad car roll slowly up the street towards 
the forest.
102.
FOREST - NIGHT
Total blackness. The CAW of a crow ECHOING.
Shapes begin to come into focus: the trunks of trees, fog 
rolling in, a lone moth flitting.
ANGLE ON ARJEN coming to. He is bound with his back to a big 
tree trunk. Ahead of him is the clearing with the 
weed-covered pond. He tries to wriggle free, but to no 
avail.
He notices something stirring in the mist on the shoreline: 
one of the young officers patrols the water's edge.
ARJEN 
(in a hoarse whisper)
Hey! Hey, help me!
The officer ignores him.
ARJEN (CONT'D)
(louder)
Hey! Please  why am I tied up?
The cop looks around nervously.
COP
Shhhhhh!
ARJEN 
Hey! Please!
COP
(whispering loudly)
Shut up!
ARJEN resumes his struggling. He kicks at the ground.
ARJEN 
(screaming now)
Hey! What the fuck are you doing to 
me?!
The cop seems torn, and takes a look around. He holsters his 
pistol and takes a step towards ARJEN when he is suddenly 
pulled into the mist from behind.
ANGLE ON a frozen ARJEN. ANIMAL NOISES join the CRIES 
emanating from the fog. Then, there is an abrupt SILENCE.
ARJEN holds his breath and squints. A draft thins the mist 
for a moment, exposing the WOLF. It stands like a man in the 
shallows, chest heaving--its mane of fingers dripping.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 103.
It suddenly drops onto all fours, sprinting towards ARJEN at 
full speed.
ANGLE ON ARJEN as he closes his eyes and WHISPERS incoherent 
prayers. The wolf leaps at him--
And at that moment, we see the barrel of ALF's musket jut 
out from behind the tree right over ARJEN's shoulder.
FOCUS ON the barrel catching the wolf in the gullet. The 
animal YELPS and SNARLS, choking on the iron.
With a cigarette between his lips, ALF slowly advances past 
ARJEN, pushing the gagged and struggling animal backwards, 
step-by-step, towards the pond.
ANGLE ON the WOLF fighting desperately as it is pushed, 
first into the shallows, and then into deeper waters.
ARJEN watches from his trunk.
ANGLE ON ALF, wading now. With a final violent thrust, he 
submerges the flailing animal. Weeds swirl over the ROILING 
water. Human fingers float to the surface.
ALF grimaces, straining to keep the wolf under. Seconds 
later, the struggling stops.
OUT OF BREATH, ALF leans on the butt of the gun, wiping his 
brow with a claw.
A PISTOL IS COCKED.
ANGLE ON CROW and a squad of deputies emerging from behind 
ARJEN, their guns all pointed at ALF.
CROW
Looks like we found our man, boys.
ARJEN
CROW, please! Don't do this!
CLOSE ON ALF quietly moving a finger to the trigger of his 
musket. He pulls a lighter out with his other hand and lifts 
it to the quenched cigarette still between his lips.
CROW SHOOTS the lighter out of ALF's hand and signals his 
deputies. They swarm ALF, tackling him in the shallows.
He catches one in the jaw, one in the gut, another in the 
neck-- a true maniac--before getting pistol-whipped by a 
lucky deputy. He slumps in the shallows and is quickly 
bound.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 104.
Bloodied cops lead ALF onto land and past the stunned ARJEN. 
The mountain man winks with his one open eye.
ALF
Looks like you're in capable hands 
after all.
He is led past the tree and into the gloom by the group of 
deputies.
ARJEN
CROW, what are you doing?
CROW holsters his pistol and starts to untie ARJEN in 
silence.
ARJEN
(enraged)
CROW, what the fuck?
CROW
(steely)
Shut up.
ARJEN
You betrayed him! You're scum!
One of ARJEN'S hands comes loose, and he swings at CROW.
CROW ducks and unleashes a punch into ARJEN's gut. The boy 
passes out. CROW lifts him over his shoulders like a bag of 
sand and follows in the direction of the others.
CROW
Cmon, let's go home.
CUT TO:
Unnoticed, the QUEEN watches from a ridge with a tear- 
stained face. As the figures disappear into the night, she 
lets out a long, piercing HOWL.
CUT TO:
INT. BEDROOM - MORNING
ARJEN starts awake in his bed to the ECHO OF THE HOWL. He is 
caked in dirt and blood and stubble.
The clock reads 6:40 am. ELISE is asleep next to him.
He rolls out of the bed, wincing and clutching his stomach.
105.
LIVING ROOM
He ambles into the living room in a bathrobe and slippers.
Nothing has changed. There are printouts and beer bottles 
everywhere. The wall clippings RUSTLE under the ceiling fan.
KITCHEN
ARJEN opens the fridge and sticks his head in. There's 
nothing to eat. He closes it.
LIVING ROOM
He walks back past the dining room table and notices a 
letter amidst the mess. It's addressed 'ARJEN'
CLOSE ON him opening it: 'THIS WASN'T THE DEAL. I'M LEAVING
IN THE MORNING.'
CUT TO:
HALLWAY
ARJEN pushes the bedroom door open and peeks in. ELISE is 
still asleep.
At the foot of the bed there is a small suitcase, open and 
almost full.
LIVING ROOM
Pages and pages of text come shooting out of the printer.
FOCUS ON the last page settling on the stack. It's titled 
WOLVENDAEL.
ANGLE ON ARJEN collecting the stack and rubber banding it. 
CUT TO:
STRANGE CLOSET
CROW's uniform hangs in a cramped closet full of women's 
shoes and kids' toys.
ANGLE ON CROW standing against closet door frame in a wife 
beater. His belly sticks out under it. He looks especially 
exhausted.
106.
His POV: the badge glistens from the uniform breast pocket 
as he CLOSES the closet door and obscures the shot in 
darkness.
CROW'S LIVING ROOM
We watch CROW drag his feet on the way over to a lazy boy in 
the corner. The room is drab and modestly decorated. He 
grabs the last remaining WOLF-9 beer from the counter and 
slumps into the chair.
He cracks the bottle open and tosses the cap onto the floor. 
FOCUS ON the wolf insignia spinning.
The SOUND OF LAUGHTER and THINGS BEING KNOCKED OVER emerges 
from a hallway on the far side of the room.
Four little boys, close in age, STORM out of a hallway
LAUGHING. They jump on CROW and crawl over him like giant
parasites. He manages to take a drink and close his eyes in
spite of their clambering.
EXT. STREET OUTSIDE ARJEN'S
ARJEN steps out onto the sidewalk in his sleepwear.
He's blinded by sunlight coming through the canopy of 
neighborhood trees. Around him, dogs tear at growing piles 
of trash. ARJEN kicks a can. The dogs GROWL and scatter, 
reconvening around other bags across the street.
ARJEN stares up the boulevard at the gaping mouth of the 
forest, as if entranced. The darkness seems to grow.
A flock of parrots pass overhead, SCREECHING and ARJEN comes 
out of his stupor as a soccer ball rolls down the street. We 
see the BOY and GIRL emerge from their yard to chase it.
ANGLE ON ARJEN's foot as it stops the ball deftly. Up the 
street, the kids stop running.
With a never-before-seen elegance, ARJEN pops the ball up, 
juggles it several times, then lobs it to the kids. ANGLE ON 
the GIRL catching it with an OOMPH.
BOY
Cooooooooooool!
They watch ARJEN turn and walk down towards the news stand. 
CUT TO:
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 107.
LEO doesn't look up from his porn as he slides a paper 
across the counter to ARJEN.
CLOSE ON the front page: It's a mugshot of ALF. The headline 
reads WILDMAN CAUGHT, FAITH RESTORED.
ARJEN slides the paper back to LEO.
ARJEN
A beer.
LEO looks up for the first time ever.
LEO
What?
ARJEN 
I want a beer.
He slides a Euro across the counter. LEO hesitates.
LEO
It's 7 in the morning.
ARJEN just stares at him.
LEO grabs a can from the fridge and hands it to ARJEN. ARJEN 
cracks it open and takes a swig, then continues down the 
street.
LEO sticks his head out of the stand to watch ARJEN kick 
more trash on his way down the street. The BELLS of a tram 
grow in the distance.
The frame WIDENS as a SYMPHONIC MARCH begins. The 
neighborhood COMES INTO VIEW around a shrinking ARJEN.
Then the forest, lush and dark and endless.
CUT TO:
INT. AIRPORT
Businessmen and backpacking college students mill around. 
Old people on vacation wear orange tans. There are CRYING 
babies everywhere.
ELISE sits in the crowd reading a book.
INTERCOM
We'd like to begin general boarding 
for flight 2732 to Chicago O'Hare.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 108.
Seated travelers stir and stand. ELISE closes her book and 
puts it into her travel bag. ANGLE ON her as she freezes and 
feels around in the bag--then pulls out the rubber-banded 
manuscript.
CUT TO:
INT. TRAM
The tram doors open and ARJEN stumbles in, sitting himself 
next to the nervous BUM. He finishes his beer and crumples 
it.
The BUM seems reassured by this and reaches down into a 
tattered bag. He pulls out two beers and hands one to ARJEN, 
raising his own with a smile.
ARJEN, zombie-like, takes the offering in silence and chugs. 
He leans back and closes his eyes as the tram door slides 
shut between us and ARJEN. The MARCH GROWS.
INT. CELL BLOCK
The camera pans down a block of cells housing a rough 
assortment of inmates. Some sleep, some play cards, some do 
pushups, some masturbate.
We come to DUBOIS' cell: he's looking through bars at a dark 
figure in the next cell over. ANGLE ON him walking over to 
his matress. He reaches under it and pulls out a pack of 
cigarettes.
He walks back to the bars and extends a lighter and a 
cigarette through them.
DUBOIS 
Whad you do?
The dark figure takes the cigarette and lighter. ANGLE ON a 
little flame bursting from the lighter. It illuminates ALF's 
face.
He takes a long drag and shrugs as the MARCH GROWS.
INT. AIRPLANE
A STEWARDESS waits patiently with the drink cart in the 
aisle.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 109.
STEWARDESS 
Ma'am, can I get you anything to 
drink?  Ma'am?
ELISE pores over the manuscript in the window seat. The 
passengers between her and the cart pretend not to notice 
the awkward situation.
STEWARDESS
Ma'am?
ELISE finally lifts her eyes from the manuscript: she's 
crying.
CUT TO:
INT. CATHEDRAL
FOCUS ON hands lifting a crown onto ORLY's braided head. The 
view WIDENS as the new KING wheels around with elegance 
before a packed sanctuary.
APPLAUSE ERUPTS. THE MARCH GROWS. The promise of a smile 
hides at the corner of ORLY's mouth.
Hands come together in a cascade in the stands.
As the APPLAUSE and MARCH reach a CRESCENDO, ORLY can no 
longer hide his euphoria and cracks an ugly, incriminating 
grin.
CUT TO BLACK as the MARCH REACHES ITS FINAL CRASH.
EXT. FOREST
The crow CAWING from the WOLVENDAEL signpost.
CUT TO:
The BOY and GIRL play by the weed-covered pond. Mist swirls 
in the early morning light. The BOY fishes with a cane rod. 
The GIRL tries to catch frogs at the water's edge.
ANGLE on the BOY hooking into something big. He braces 
himself against the remains of a stump and struggles to pull 
it in; he pulls and strains and pulls until we see a bulge 
beginning to rise under the duckweed.
He squints, trying to make out the form.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 110.
GIRL
MAX!
The little girl gesticulates from the other side of the 
pond. The boy loses focus, letting the bulge slip back 
under.
GIRL (CONT'D)
Hurry!
He drops the pole and runs to her. She comes off her knees, 
pulling something from the muck.
CLOSE ON the grotesque wolf mask.
BOY
Cooooooooooooooooool!
He grabs the mask from her.
GIRL 
Hey, I found it!
She grabs for the mask and they tug-of-war before the BOY 
finally rips it from her grasp. He cuts his finger on the 
serrated metal teeth.
BOY
Oooowww!
They stop fighting and look down at his bloody finger. The 
BOY licks it and grins a pink smile. He suddenly dons the 
mask, ROARS, and waves his arms.
The GIRL SCREAMS and runs into the forest mist, laughing as 
the boy chases her.
FADE TO BLACK.
The END.
